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Foreword 

This report is designed as a guide for planning and managing vegetation along 
the sides of highways. It comprises essentially a list of principles regarding the 
relationships of plant growth to highways and to traffic on highways from a land-
scape-engineering point of view.. These principles have been assembled from many 
sources and are set forth as a series of considerations. The greatest number of 
them will probably apply to a highway of a.major type'on new location. The fewest 
will probably apply to highways on narrow rights-of-way in heavily built-up areas. 
Where a highway exists and no new construction is planned,some of the considera-
tions may aid in maintenance procedures. 

This report thus becomes a check list for reference use when planning or man-
aging vegetation along all kinds of highways, including parkways and arterial 
routes, both old and new, and in all kinds of situations. It is intended.to serve 
in the creation of the most ideal and complete developments; applicable portions, 
each aiming toward the ideal, may serve where only a limited amount of work is 
possible. 

Those who are given the responsibility of designing and managing vegetation 
are assumed to have had basic training and experience in the field of landscape 
architecture. This report may' serve them as .a reminder 'of desirable features to 
be included or as a caution in avoiding certain recognized undesirable features. 
It is hoped that it may also aid in the administration of roadside-development 
work wherever plants exist or are being introduced onto highway property. 
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Planning and Management of Roadside Vegetation 

Introduction 
IT is generally recognized that vegetation is the most appropriate covering for 

all earth surfaces on roadsides. Vegetation prevents erosion. It may aid in merg-
ing an obviously man-made strip of construction into its surroundings as a benefit 
to the appearance of highways. It may aid in the direction of traffic, and in many 
ways, both tangible and intangible, it may benefit the motorist and others in mat-
ters of safety, economy, comfort, and pleasur. Vegetation is therefore properly 
recognized as an essential and integral part of the entire highways. 

The term "vegetation," as used herewith, embraces the range of plant growth 
from grasses to vines, shrubs, and trees of forest stature. Plants along highways 
may be considered in two general classes: the low-growing kinds, such as grasses, 
and legumes and the taller-growing kinds such as shrubs and trees. 

By an large and countrywide, wherever moisture conditions permit, the low-
growing kinds are used most extensively as a cover of turf on roadsides. They are 
the usual vegetative cover on road shoulders, and they predominate on considerable 
proportions of the right-of-way which lie beyond the limits of the shoulders. It 
is assumed that, as an erosion-protection measure, they will be established as a 
part of highway construction. 

Woody plants, on the other hand, because of their usually greater height, 
create a third dimensional effect in the landscape and require special design 
considerations. This report is devoted to the planning and management of the 
taller-growing plants as seen against the foundation or background of turf. 

Landscape effects can be either created by man, which requires landscape 
plans and money, or they can be obtained by utilizing nature, which requires land-
scape plans and time. In either case, the plans should be designed for the ulti-
mate landscape effect. Such plans become the basis for maintenance as soon as 
planting is completed. 

Natural, existing growth may provide part or all of the desired planting ef-
fects. Natural growth is more economical and normally more effective than planted 
developments. Plants which are to be preserved are best provided for during the 
clearing and grubbing operations. Where a part of the existing growth is to be 
preserved and other parts removed, such work may be accomplished either as part 
of clearing and grubbing or by a special item of "selective thinning.t' The proc-
ess of roadside-planting development through nature is a selective one. The 
materials may differ in kind and in position but not importantly if the selective 
cutting is appropriately done. 

Plans based on natural regeneration should indicate the areas to be left Un-
mowed to permit regeneration. The near edge of volunteer vegetation should be 
closer to the pavement than the planted line so that woody material may be even-
tually "subtracted from" with the axe and mattock as a selective process to ap-
proximate a planted line or attain the ultimate landscape effect. 

The objectives in planting or the retention and preservation of natural 
growth on roadsides are closely related. In essence they are to provide: (1) 
vegetation which will be an aid to safety, and to eliminate vegetation which is 
a hazard; (2) vegetation which will aid in lowering construction and maintenance 
costs, and to eliminate vegetation which will become a maintenance burden; and 
(3) vegetation which creates interest, service, and beauty for the traveling pub-
lic, and to remove vegetation which hinders or detracts from its enjoyment. 

1 



2 	 PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT OF ROADSIDE VEGETATION 

Basic Design Considerations 
General 

Good highway design involvs good location and alignment, profiles well adapt-
ed to the topography, and cross sections which produce slopes in good relationship 
to soil stability and which are rounded, warped, and blended into the adjacent 
topography. 

Conservation measures are also included. Soils of all kinds, from sands to 
muck, which are usable in the new construction are salvaged for replacement. Out-
cropping rocks, shorelines, and other natural features are preserved. Vegetation 
of all kinds may be protected in place or, in many instances, may be transplanted 
to new locations. The preservation or elimination of existing vegetation, or the 
addition of new plantings, is a basic consideration in designing the complete 
highway. 

The use or omission of vegetation on a highway right-of-way is sometimes gov-
erned by policies or precedent of the administrative agency. It may be influenced 
by the class of highway involved. Climatic or soil conditions may entirely dictate 
its use or omission. Wherever it is possible to have plant growth, however, its 
value will be found to be so great that vegetation itself may influence limits of 
right-of-way, grading, and other phases of highway design. 

Grading. Roadsides have been defined as all that can be seen from the high-
way. The strip of land between the edge of the traveled way and the boundary line 
of public ownership is so narrow in most instances that it merely forms the fore-
ground for views into the surrounding countryside. 

It is only on these narrow strips, however.,, that roadside landscape develop-
ments can be made. These strips comprise the road shoulders, the drainageways, 
the cut and fill slopes, and the intervening areas extending out to the adjacent 
property. The objectives in designing these ground forms, aside from the shoulders 
of the road, are to take care of surface drainage, to control erosion, and to pro-
duce desirable appearances. 

The formation and modeling of these several land forms comprise the most en-
during landscape qualities which can be created by highway designers. Not only 
are they basic landscape effects in themselves but they are the foundation for all 
effects which can be established and maintained on highway property. 

Where the construction design is shown on a grading plan with contours, all 
the details on ground forms and even minor refinements will be defined. Plans for 
planting can carry on constructively from such a basis as a contribution of land-
scape design features. 

If, however, the grading' design comprises only a standard cross section, or 
even fairly frequent cross sections, the final ground forms will be to a large ex-
tent the results of the ability of equipment operators or field supervisors. 
Planting designs in such cases had best be detailed after the grading is completed 
so that it may cover up undesirable effects in grading as well as contribute to 
the design. 

Although grading and the undisturbed ground forms are fundamental in land-
scape effects, this report deals only with the vegetation which occurs naturally, 
or which can be established, on the relatively narrow strips of land lying oatside 
the drainageways of highways. 

Landscape Plans. Design of vegetation as applied to roadsides should be 
based on an area concept at a scale related to the views of the traveler. Hills, 
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valleys, woods, and broad clearings are comprehensible at usual motoring speeds, 
whereas details, recognizable only at speeds less than 20 mph. are wasted effort 
except where low speeds are required. 

To gain this perspective, refer to air photographs or prepare plans at a 
scale of 200 to 1,000 feet to the inch, showing the major elements in the land-
scape which are visible from the highway route (Figure 1). Check such a plan in 
the field, and designate the areas for clearing and planting. 

PRELIMINARY 
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New plantings should be diagram-
matically indicated to show their loca-
tion, mass, height, and other desired 
effects. Their kinds, sizes, and other 
details will be subsequently defined at 
the desired scale on the working drawings. 
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The time taken for such over-all 
planning to include both office study 
and field observations will enable the 
designer better to evaluate choices, 
and to arrive at the best design before 
becoming involved in particular mate-
rials and. methods. 

It is a wise policy to add no new 
plantings which do not serve a jüstifi-
able purpose. 

Good landscape plans are not the 
"dressing up" during the last stages of 
construction to conceal the faults of 
improper location,, inadequate preliini-
nary design, or careless construction. 
They are the results of a close working 
together of those responsible for plan-
ning and designing our highways which is 
continuous from the beginning of plans 
and is carried into maintenance. When 
made with thoroughness of cooperation, 

highways. 

Figure 1. 

they become the best designs for fine 

Costs for the development and management of vegetation on roadsides can be 
determined on a dollar basis and' should be evaluated in comparison with the ser-
vices provided. Expenditures for attaining the minimum adequate results and the 
estimated maintenance costs can be readily justified if the designs are thoroughly 
appropriate. 

Usual roadside-development costs of seeding and planting range from 1-1  to 3 
percent of the cost of construction of a new highway. Work on low-class highways 
in rural areas costs less, and similar work on parkways and intensive developments 
such as urban arterial routes may reach 5 to  7 percent. 

Maintenance. Maintenance is highly important to the general appearance of 
roadsides. Better no plantings than trees dead, sickly, and uncared for. 

Highways serve a definite purpose for pleasure driving. Appearance of high-
ways is important to highway users. If the program of highway construction is 
contingent on public opinion,.surely the good appearances of highways will ulti- 
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mately be demanded by the public if not provided for by their public works rep-
resentatives. 

Budgeting funds for roadsides should start from maintenance and work back-
wards. Landscape architects should have authority in maintenance or assume no 
responsibility at all. 

Maintenance budgets should provide for mowing, cultivating, mulching, prun-
ing, top-dressing, fertilizing, and spraying insecticides, fungicides, and herbi-
cides. Replacements of plants lost through transplanting should be provided for. 
Where only a small amount of maintenance can be expected, the greatest possible 
extent of grass areas should be left unmowed, and only plants which are readily 
established and have the most enduring qualities shoi4d be used. 

The extent of maintenance available will directly control the landscape ef-
fects and should also govern the kinds of plants used. If the areas are to be 
closely mowed, or a selective control of the growth is to be accomplished, as 
through the use of herbicides, then good turf and uniform stands of woody mate-
rials should be established. If mowing will be only occasional, or natural seed-
ing or suckering of vines, shrubs, and trees will be permitted to take over for 
the ultimate effect, the kind of growth retained or planted should be the kinds 
to favor such regeneration. The planting of easily grown materials in groups or 
as widely scattered individual plants will induce local materials to come in, be-
cause of the shade, favorable seedbed conditions, and protection from winds, snow 
and erosion. 

Maintenance work should be scheduled for the most effective seasons for each 
class of work. For example, mowing should be at intervals governed by growth 
rates to avoid rakings; fertilizing of turf should precede maximum growth periods; 
and cutting for the control of woody growth should precede the dormant period. 
Many items of roadside maintenance, such as tree removal and' tree care, which are 
not seasonal can be scheduled for slack periods. 

Highway Classes 

Highways range from simple traveled ways in wilderness areas to broad, com-
plicated thoroughfares, according to the volume and character of traffic which 
uses them. 

The volume of traffic influences the cross sections of highways, and 
geometric designs for various highway cross sections have been classified 
by the Pnerican Association of State Highway Officials. The classifica-
tion deals primarily with traffic density, character of traffic, and 
speeds. It also includes a gradation of slopes. 

- 	AASHO has also classified highways according to their use, as for 
primary, secondary, and local traffic in both urban and rural surround-
ings. The primary highways are sometimes further subdivided into inter-
regional,' major, arterial, and parkways. 

Due to the diversity of highway classifications, the references 
herein are made to basic geometric types for application to all classi-
fications. These are shown in Figure 2. 

In the city, the curb, the architectural wall, the clipped hedge, ground 
cover in bands, precisely placed trees are all proper elements to compose in re-
stricted space. 

A gradual transition occurs through the suburbs where often the plantings 
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form an appropriate tie to nearby residential properties. A wall-like buffer, an 
insulation is also required. 

VEGETATION IN RELATION TO HIGHWAY CROSS SECTION 

WHERE NO SIGHT DISTANCE IS INVOLVED 

Variable 

But for good design of rural road-
sides treatment of vegetation is governed 
by the changing character of the land-
scape adjacent to the right-of-way. This 
character is not basically changed with 
the class of road built through it. Only 
in the respect that design must be scaled 
horizontally to the prevailing speed of 
travel on the highway is the class of 
road a determining factor in design. 

Vegetation in Relation to the Value of 
Adjacent Lands 

Vegetation makes roadsides more at-
tractive and therefore more livable. It 
also has an influence, upon the use of ad-
jacent lands and their value. This in-
fluence varies according to land use, 
climate, topography, and other local con-
ditions. 

Open or undeveloped areas such as desert, prairie, forest and range lands. 
Vegetation along highways in undeveloped areas has little or no effect on land 
values. No planting of trees and shrubs should normally be done where similar 
growth does not exist on adjacent lands. 

Shade trees generally have only timber value in forested areas. 

Turf and other ground cover for erosion control is the normal justifiable ex-
tent of vegetation in forested areas. 

Forest growth often tends to mihimize snowdrifting, and some states acquire 
wide forested 'rights-of-way for this reason. 

In undeveloped arid and semiarid regions, the planting of woody growth should 
be restricted to stream banks, along irrigation channels, or at stream crossings 
where no irrigation is required. 

Agricultural lands, including crop fields, pastures, meadows, and orchards. 
Where trees will shade field borders and thereby reduce crop yields, no roadside 
trees should be planted; in fact, it may be desirable to remove existing trees. 
However, in some cases, certain hedgerows and trees may. act as snow and wind 
breaks and thus increase crop yields. 

Shade trees increase the value of livestock pastures, particularly in regions 
of high temperature. 

Vegetation on roadsides and stream banks prevents erosion which might cause 
the siltation of streams and injure crop lands below the level of the highway. 
Erosion prevention thus increases crop potentials and prevents depreciation of 
agricultural lands. 

Trees' and shrubs favor the presence of insectivorous birds which tend to hold 
crop injuries in check. 

Do not plant fast-growing vines or trees and shrubs which will spread rapidly. 
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to invade neighboring property and reduce crop yields. 

Remove and do not plant the kinds of trees and shrubs which are alternate 
hosts to insects and diseases attacking crops and orchards. 

Residential areas such as suburbs of towns and cities and the immediate 
vicinity of farm and ranch buildings. Trees, shrubs, and turf which improve the 
appearance of the highway will benefit adjacent land values. 

Vegetation which screens railroads, storage yards, and other unsightly areas 
will benefit other nearby land values. 

Shade trees enhance property values, and a tree on the right of way may be 
as great an asset as a tree on private property. This is particularly signifi-
cant where tree growth is dependent upon irrigation. 

ErOsion control by a vegetative cover on all soil areas is highly essential 
in residential and suburban localities to avoid excessive maintenance. 

The character of vegetation and its maintenance should correspond to that on 
adjacent public or private lands insofar as practical. This is particularly ev-
ident where highways. are adjacent to well-kept properties in parks, cemeteries, 
schools, and institutions. 

Intensive landscape development along certain streets and parkways has in-
creased adjacent land values. On the other hand, a major highway laid down in a 
valuable residential area without an insulation of planting will undoubtedly de-
crease the local property values. High land values cannot be maintained in either 
urban or suburban residential areas without well-designed planting of street and 
highway borders. 

Consider the probable change in developments along an improved highway. A 
major route through or bypassing an existing community may necessitate new en-
trances or unobstructed views toward establishments or signs at a later date 
which will require the removal of planted shade trees or screens. 

Urban areas to include industrial, retail-business, and residential. Shade 
trees and good turf are essential in residence and apartment-house zones at least 
to meet the appearance of the neighborhood without detriment to land values. 

Trees and shrubs, especially evergreens, tend to screentraffic noises which 
detract from property values. 

Although shade and screening from trees is sometimes objectionable to retail 
stores and other sales places, the effect of the trees is more often an asset to 
the store owner as a part of the community benefited. This principle may require 
explanation to the party who objects in order to prevent vandalism. 

Vegetation for Traffic Guidance 

Planting for traffic guidance implies that the plants will be either reason-
ably close to the line of travel, in the line of approaching travel, or near in-
tersèctions where sight distance is required. 

Plantings in locations where sight distance is a particular problem should 
be composed of species which will remain sufficiently low without pruning. High-
headed trees and low shrubs and ground covers are often combined in such situa-
tions without interfering with sight distances. Where sight distance needs to be 
considered from only one direction, the plants may be so arranged. 

Plants may be used to delineate and to warn of changes in highway alignment. 
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Shrubs or trees on the outside of curves may aid in directing a mo-
torist, particularly in fog, in snow storms, and during night driving. 

High-headed trees with white or light-colored bark, or with dense 
dark foliage contrasting with lighter bark, or whitish or reddish fol-
iage, may be desirable because they are conspicuous. 

Planting to be seen beyond the junction.of two lines of travel may 
aid in informing a motorist of a change'in direction (Figures 3 and )4.). 
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Planting on the inside of a junction of diverging lanes of traffic 
may assist the motorist (Figure 5). V 	V 	

V 
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Figure 5 a 

Planting in small traffic 
islands and in traffic circles may 
aid a motorist in recogizirig the 
need. of reducing speed and making 
a shaip' change in direction. Low-
growing evergreen shrubs and vines 
are frequently used in these situa-
tions. In some developments,, how-
ever, the retention of trash has. 
been so great in these relatively 
inaccessible areas that shrubs and 
vine ground covers once planted 
have been removed and grass sub-
stituted. 

Plantings can be used to ac-
cent traffic hazards such as bridge 
abutments, culvert headwalls 

'
and ' 

similar structures which occur near 
the edge. of the pavement. 

Shrubs planted in back of 
guide 'rails may help in making the• 
barrier more conspicuous. The 
plants selected should be the kinds 
which will not require pruning for 
vies or sight distance, and they 

Plants may be used to accent the pres-
ence of highiay structures. 
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should be set back far enough to permit easy maintenance of the rails0 
Such plantings may, in some cases, eliminate the need for guide rails0 

Plants may be used to aid a motorist in seeing directional signs. 

Plants may be used in back of or for framing directional signs so 
that their form or color will be more conspicuous. Such plants in back 
of signs, on the right, on or immedjately beyond the shoulder may be ob-
jectionable for other reasons. They are more often suitable in malls, 
in islands where traffic is divided or on the outside of curves. Ever-
green or densely branched shrubs would normally be most suitable. 

Plants may be used on fill slopes too steep to be seen by a motorist to pro-
vide a visual barrier, thus giving the motorist a feeling of safety when driving 
close to the edge of the pavement. For example, shrubs to a height between the 
level of the road shoulder and the eye of the motorist favor pavement capacity 
and driving comfort. 

Where vehicles out of control might strike the planting, as on the outside of 
curves, it is desirable to use flexible-stemmed shrubs or trees whose trunks never 
become large enough in caliper or strong enough seriously to damage a car. 

Plants with thorns or dense twig growth may be used to form barriers to pre-
vent pedestrian traffic. 

Hedges or dense screen planting should be placed to prevent headlights from 
parking areas, service roads, etc., from showing across the pavement' of the trav-
eled way. A driver may otherwise swerve to avoid what he believes to be incomin, 
traffic. 

Control or provide new vegetation to produce landscape effects to relieve 
monotony, especially on high-speed straight roads in flat, open country. 

Where possible, provide vegetation'to create a funnel or bottleneck 
impinging on the highway for the psychological effect of reducing speed 
in an area approaching such hazardous conditions as narrowing pavement 
widths, intersections, short sight distances, etc. 

Provide irregular ë.lternate shaded and open areas. 

Provide contrasts with plant textures such as a combination of 
plants with horizontal branching effects and upright forms. 

Avoid regularly spaced trees in an extensive avenue effect. The 
uniform tree-lined highways in Europe are considered monotonous by 
some people. 

Avoid continuous belts of vegetation of a uniform character. Cone 
tinuous landscape effects along parkways have been considered monot-
onous by some drivers. 

Take advantage of and feature the seasonal effects of bark,,fruit, 
flower, and foliage colors. 

Feature single outstanding trees where practicable. The form of 
a single shapely tree provides interest to many travelers and is more 
arresting than an avenue effect or even groups of trees. 

Selection and Use of Plants in Planting Design 

The location of plants is more important in their landscape effect than the 
kind of plants used. 
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Select plants which are adaptable to the site as to dry and wet conditions 
and exposures to shade, hot sun, and drying winds. Anticipate changes in environ-
mental conditions. 

Select deep-rooting plants for droughty soils; similar plants should be se-
lected to grow through or cover drifting sand. 

Select plants which are known to be hardy and are not near the limit of their 
hardiness range. 

Select plants which can be safely transplanted without undue precautions. 

Select the kinds and sizes of plants which are readily available from nursery 
or collected sources. 

Remove and do not use the kinds of plants which outgrow their usefulness in 
a few years. Highways are usually designed to last for a minimum of 25 years. 
Some rank-growing shrubs require renewal pruning after a few years. 

Avoid budded or grafted stock to avoid maintenance costs. Exceptions may be 
considered justified ,for particular effects. 

Investigate the native plant growth in the vicinity and use the same kinds 
in the planting scheme. 

Native plants are generally preferable to exotic kinds. Those with seasonal 
interest of twig colors, bud colors, flowers, and fruit are preferable to those 
which have interest in one season only. But consider removing or not using plants 
with showy flowers or edible nuts or fruits which would cause objectionable park-
ing and vandalism. 

Avoid conspicuous plants in natural effects. These include weeping and pen-
dulous-branching trees and those which are pronounced in their pyramidal, colum-
nar, or globe-shaped heads or strong foliage colors. Evergreens may be unduly 
conspicuous in some surroundings. 

Select plants which will not grow to an ultimate size requiring removal, top-
ping, or frequent pruning in the location planted. This applies to such consid-
erations as sight distance, views, existing and anticipated utility lines, and 
future pavement widening. 

Remove small trees which will ultimately require expensive pruning or removal. 
This applies to trees close to thepavement, in line of sight distance, or en-
croaching on utility lines. Remove trees with roots which would interfere with 
underground utilities. 

Select plants which will be tolerant of normal abuse. This applies to tramp-
ling near rest areas and from snow loads, particularly in snow-disposal areas. 

Adopt all approved horticultural practices to insure successful transplant-
ings and thus avoid replacements or weakened growth subject to diseases and pests. 

Remove and do not use the kind of plants which require high-cost care to pre-
vent or control insect pests and plant diseases. 

Remove and do not use the kinds of plants which are objectionable, such as 
those carrying diseases for farm crops, those which will spread onto adjacent 
property, those which are poisonous, or those which harbor unsightly insect nests. 

Avoid the use of ericaceous plants where they will require undue maintenance 
to preserve the desired soil acidity. 
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Avoid plants which are brittle, weak-wooded, or develop "crotches which 
would easily break by wind or snow load. Remove decrepit trees which may fall or 
drop branches onto the pavement. 

Avoid hedges which will require pruning except where costs are considered 
justified. This applies to wind breaks, snow fences, screens, and headlight-
glare control. 

Where a tree-lined effect is desired in country situations, space the trees 
at irregular intervals of 75 to 300 feet.  apart. The loss or irregular growth of 
any one tree is, therefore, not as apparent as it is in evenly spaced rows and 
therefore replacements are not required. Evenly spaced rows of trees are the 
most expensive type of roadside planting to maintain. A spacing of.trees closer 
than 75 feet apart. is  seldom justified for row planting. Interest may be added 
by- offetting.the trees as little as 3 to  5. feet from a uniform alignment. Short 
sections of closely spaced trees may be wa±'ranted for a variation in effect. 

Avoid recurrent similar groups of trees and shrubs. 

Avoid reforestation-type plantings which involve rows, regular spacings, or 
a predominance of one kind or size of tree which would appear unnatural. 

Avoid using large or mature sizes of plants. Base the design on effects to 
be anticipated a'few years hence. Plants in. small sizes can be transplanted with 
fewer losses, and the smaller plants normally recover from the shock of trans-
planting and grow faster than larger sizes. Costs for plants and planting in-
crease in a high ratio as plant sizes increase. 

Where immediate effects are required, it is usually possible to at-
tain the desired effect by using only a small proportion of large sizes. 
For example, on intensive parkway plantings the proportion of trees 
might be 40 percent, 1-1  to 2 inches cal,; 30 percent, 2 to 3 inches cal.; 
20 percent, 3 to 4 inches cal.; 10 percent, Li- to 8 inches cal. 

Except for formal situations, such as streets in urban areas, natural tree 
shapes, so long  as they are structurally sound and healthy, are more appropriate 
along roadsides and should be less expensive than perfectly symmetrical ones. 

Avoid a too close spacing of plants as being wasteful of material. However, 
close planting of ground covers may be justified in order to reduce the cost of 
maintenance weeding. . 

Favor existing growth or add shrubs or vines on rough areas and on steep 
slopes which cannot be mowed by machine. 	 - 

Where shrubs and ground covers other than turf are desired on slopes; dis-
tribute the plants in naturalistic masses with intervening areas mulched. This 
will induce a thicket or mat by seed or sprout growth which is more natural in 
appearance and more economical of material than solid plantings. 

Plant-bed outlines ajacent to mowed areas should be flowing, to favor mow- 
ing practices. 	 - 

Several kinds of plants together give a more natural effect than one kind, 
although one kind may be required in formal situations and for ground covers. 
Consider the fact that the character and form of an individual plant are often 
changed when it occurs in groups or masses. 

Trees, because of their size, will be more conspicuous in the landscape, and 
along high-speed roads they may sometimes predominate to the exclusion of shrubs, 
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Legal Contrbl of Vegetation 

It would appear desirable that states should revise their existing laws* or 
provide new laws wherever necessary to entrust the highway department with com-
plete responsibility for the establishment and maintenance of all vegetation along 
highways over which it exercises jurisdiction./ 

1. Such laws should provide for additional vegetation if necessary or de-
sirable. 

Planting by the state highway department within the legal right-
of-way limits should be authorized in accordance with a planned program of road-
side improvement.J Funds for this purpose should be atithorized where desirable. 
The Florida law is quoted as an example of this type: 

"The State Road Department. . . may include as a part of (its) program of 
highway construction, repair, maintenance or upkeep, the conservation of the nat-
ural roadside growths and scenery, and the beautificabion of highways, roads, or 
streets by the restoration, planting, replanting, seeding and reseeding of grasses, 
plants, shrubs, root stocks or trees, and the maintenance of same along the road-
sides of all highways, . . (Florida Stats. Ann., l91, Title 24, Ch. 31.2,  Sec. 
3112,Ol)." 

If planting in the right-of-way by abutting owners and others is 
considered desirable, the law should provide for effective control of such plant-
ing by the state highway department, generally by the use of a permit system, 
under iegulations promulgated by and under the supervision of the highway depart-
ment,./ Typical is the following Maryland law: 

"No state highway shall be dug up for laying or placing pipes, sewers, poles, 
or wires or railways, or for other purposes, and no trees shall be planted or re-
moved or obstructions placed thereon without the written permit of the State Roads 
Commission, or its duly authorized agent, and then only in accordance with the 
regulations of said commission; and the work shall be done under the supervision 
of and to the satisfaction of said commission (Flacks Ann. Code of Maryland, 1939, 
Ch. 89B, Sec. 21)," 

* Excerpts from state laws are quoted only for purposes of illustration and are not 
necessarily intended as model provisions. Considerable material has been assembled 
in connection with this subject which the committee will be glad to furnish to 
those drafting new legislation. 

i/ No statutory provisions relating to the control of vegetation by the state high-
way department could be found in 17 jurisdictions: Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Col-
orado, Georgia, Mississippi, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, South Caro-
lina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Wyoming, District of Columbia, and Hawaii. 

2/ Sixteen states'were foi.md. to have legislation authorizing the state highway de-
partment to carry, on planting operations in the highway right-of-way: Connecticut, 
Delaware, Florida, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, New Hampshire, New Jersey, 
New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Utah, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin. 

3/ Twelve states have legislation authorizing the state highway department to con-
trol planting in the highway right-of-way: California, Illinois, Maine, Maryland, 
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Ohio, Utah, Washington, West Vir- 
ginia, and Hawaii. 	' 
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A more general law to control planting by others in the right-of-
way might authorize the state highway department to make such rules and regula-
tions as are considered in the best interests of the state. The New Hampshire 
law is quoted: 

"On all state-maintained highways, the planting, acquisition, maintenance 
and removal of all trees and shrubs shall be done under the supervision of the 
state highway commissioner who shall make such rules and regulations for the pur-
pose as shall, in his judgment, seem for the best interests of the state  (Laws 
1945, Ch. 188, Sec. 15)." 

Where the state takes only an easement for right-of-way purposes, 
and the prevailing legal mores of the state or community so require, it might be 
well to include provision for approval by the abutting owner of plar3ting in the 
highway right-of-way by others or by the state highway department.J 

Provision for planting by the state highway dep.rtment in areas 
adjacent to the highway right-of-way may be desirable wherever considered neces-
sary to carry out a plar)ned program of roadside improvement in order to achieve 
the stated objectives./ The California law is illustrative: 

"The department may acquire, either in fee or in any lesser estate or inter-
est, any real property, which it considers necessary for state highway purposes. 
Real property for such purposes includes, but is not limited to, real property 
considered necessary for (the following purpose): . . .the culture and support of 
trees which benefit any state highway by aiding in the maintenance and preserva-
tion of the roadbed, or which aid in the maintenance of the attractiveness of the 
scenic beauties of such highway (Deerings California Code, 19511-, Streets and 
Highways, Art. 2, Sec. 104)." 

The responsibility of maintaining vegetation on abutting property 
should be definitely assigned, and if placed with the state highway department, a 
right of entry for such purposes should be authorized. 

2. Laws should provide for protection and care of existing vegetation by the 
state highway department. 

(a). The state highway department should be authorized to trim, cut or 
remove, or cause the trimming, cutting or removgJ7, of existing vegetation in the 
highway right-of-way when considered necesèary.J The New York law is illustra-
tive of this type of legislation: 

"The Superintendent of Public Works may provide for removal of or trimming of 
any trees within the boundaries of state highways necessary for convenience or 
preservation of the highway (Baldwin's Consolidated Laws, 1938, Highway Law, Art. 
2, Sec. 11 (7) )" 

/ Legislation in two states specifies that planting in the highway right-of-way 
shall be subject to consent of abutting owner: Illinois and Maine. 

Six state highway departments have authority in varying degrees to carry on 
planting operations on land abutting the highway right-of-way: California, Con-
necticut, Massachusetts, Oregon, Utah, and Vermont. 

/ Thirteen states were found to have legislation permitting the state highway de-
partment to trim, cut, or remove vegetation in the highway right-of-way: Connect-
icut, Illinois, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, New York, 
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Utah, Washington, and Wisconsin. 
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(b). Trimming, cutting,.or removal of vegetation in the highway right-
of-way should be prohibited, except under written consent of the state highway 
department, generally administered by the use of a permit system, under reula-
tions promulgated by and under the supervision of the highway department.!/ The 
North Carolina law is of this type: 

". . . no tree or shrub in or on any state road or state highway shall be 
planted, trimmed, or removed, and no obstruction placed thereon, without a writ-
ten permit, as hereinbefore provided for, and then only in accordance with the 
regulations of the commission or its duly authorized officers or employees; and 
the work shall be done under the supervision and to the satisfaction of the com-
mission or its officers or employees, and the expense of replacing the highway in 
as good condition as before shall be paid by the persons, firms, or corporations 
to whom the permit is given, or by whom the work is done (North Carolina General 
Stats. 1943, Ch. 136, Sec. 93)." 

Where control of public-utility operations is the sole object of 
such regulations, the law might prohibit. the cutting, trimming, or removal of veg-
etation to accommodate installations in the highway right-of-way, as does the 
Louisiana law quoted below: 

"The felling, topping, or pruning of trees or shrubs to accommodate, operate, 
or maintain any installation on the right-of-way without the prior written approval 
of the director or his representative is prohibited. The director may use his dis-
cretion in the granting of this approval (Revised Stats. 1950, Title 48, Sec. 
268).tt 

The state highway department should be empowered to provide for the 
eradication of noxious weeds or growths of any kind within the right-of-way of 
state highways.J The Rhode Island law may be cited as an example of this'type of 
legi slat ion: 

"The Division of Roads and Bridges may remove trees or other plants within 
the limits of public highways under its jurisdiction which are injurious plants 
or are obnoxious as hosts of insects or fungus pests (General Laws Rhode Island 
1938, Ch. 225, Sec. 5)." 	 S  

Where the state takes only an easement for right-of-way purposes, 
and the prevailing legal mores of the state or community so require, it might be 
well to make the cutting, trimming, or removal of vegetation planted in the high-
way right-of-way by others than the abutting owner, subject to his approval. 

Cutting, trimming, and removal of vegetation in the area adjacent 
to the right-of-way of state highways by the state highway department should be 
authorized where necessary for safety and perhaps other purposes, subject to the 

In 25 states, the state highway department is authorized to control trimming, 
cutting, and removal of vegetation by others in the highway right-of-way: Cal-
ifornia, Connecticut, Florida, Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mary-
land, Massachusetts, Michigan, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, 
North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Utah, Vermont, Wash-
ington, West Virginia, and Wisconsin. 

8/ The statues of six state provide specifically for control of noxious vegeta-
iion in the right-of-way by the state highway department; Iowa, Kansas, New York, 
Oregon, Rhode Island, and Virginia. 
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consent of the abutting owner.J The Massachusetts law quoted below is of this 
type: 

"The Department, if it can obtain consent of the owner, shall remove the 
trees, limbs of trees, shrubbing, or any structure or other obstacle from lands 
bordering on state highways, which in its opinion obstruct the view of persons 
traveling upon the highway or make traveling thereon dangerous (Ann, Laws of 
Massachusetts, (Recompiled 191I5),  Ch. 81, Sec. lL.)." 

(g). It would be desirable, where feasible, to authorize the state high-
way department to acquire easements adjacent to the right-of-way of state highways 
for the purpose of controlling vegetation thereon. 

Considerations Concerning Vegetation for Special Situations 
Vegetation in Relation to Highway Cross Section 

Figure 2 shows an appropriate relationship of existing and planted vegetation 
to a highway cross section where no sight distances are involved. 

Shoulders. Turf is the most desirable cover on shoulders and adjacent areas 
extending to the drainageways, if it can be grown economically. 

Drainageways. Where turf can be grown, it is considered the most desirable 
cover in drainageways except where gradients or water volumes dictate paved 
gutters. 

No vegetation should remain in or encroach upon drainageways to impede their 
functioning or maintenance. 

Cut Slopes. The objective for planting on cut slopes is to prevent erosion 
and add to appearances. Turf and certain species of vines and shrubs, where they 
can be grown, are the most desirable ground covers for preventing erosion. Much 
of the time there should be no woody growth excepb ground covers below the eye 
level of the motorist. 

On slopes of 1 on 3 or flatter, where power mowers can be used, a cover of 
turf is generally preferred for erosion control. Nearly all kinds of woody plants 
can be planted on such flat slopes where desired for particular effects. 

On slopes too steep for power mowing the cover may be unmowed grass, vines, 
or shrubs and trees to prevent erosion and secure the desired effects. In some 
cases, an unmowed cover of grass may favor a natural seeding of woody plants, and 
in other cases turf may preclude such intrusions. Deep-rooted grasses and legumes, 
trees and shrubs, and plants which are spreading in habit should be preferred for 
erosion control. Trees subject to tipping or sliding because of shallow root sys-
tems, such as most of the conifers, or because of unstable soils or steep slope 
gradients., should be removed when they are small. Complete elimination of tree 
growth, or the time of their removal, should be evaluated with respect to benefits 
derived from their protection to desirable permanent growth. 

Fill Slopes. The general design of fill slopes will normally dictate the 
character of vegetation to be used. The remarks on plant growth on cut slopes 
apply to fills also. 

The plant growth on fill slopes often benefits the views toward the 

2/ Some control of veget.tion on land adjacent to the right-of-way of state high-
ways is authorized in four states: Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Utah, and Virginia. 
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highway as well as improving views for the motorists. Advantages with regard to 
traffic guidance for motorists have been previously described. 

Curbed Sections. Where curbs are used, the setback relationship of tree 
trunks and foliage outlines may be closer to the edge of the pavement than shown 
in Figure 2.. No minimum can be recommended to apply to all cases except that tree 
trunks should never be less than 31 feet from the face of the curb. 

Snowdrifting. Under average dry snow and wind conditions in the north, the 
length of wind eddy where drifting snow is deposited is about 15 times the height 
of the barrier. This distance should therefore be preserved beyond the limits of 
road shoulders both in the removal of existing growth and in choosing the height 
of new plantings. 

Vegetation Extending over the Pavement 

On highways with a level or gently sloping profile, or on long sections of 
highway on uniform grades, no restrictions should be required on the height of 
branches for sight distance. The clearance necessary is usually based on the 
height of vehicles. A clearance of 14 feet is normally required between the pave-
ment and the lowest branches of overhanging trees (Figure 6). 
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CLEARANCE OF BRANCHES 
OVER ROAD WHERE NO SIGHT DISTANCE IS INVOLVED 

The removal of existing trees and 
the planting of new trees based on their 
relationship to the edge of the pave-
ment as shown in Figure 2 will obviate 
the difficulties of overhanging branches 
in most, situations. 

Depressed vertical curves in a high-
way may require the removal of tree 
branches, or in some cases the removal 
of entire trees, to provide adequate 
sight distance. Refer to Figure 7 for 
a method of determining such sight dis-
tance. 'New plantings should be guided 
by the same consideration. 

6 	 The effect of snow and ice loads 
Figure 	 should be considered when determining 

the required height of tree branches above the pavement. In many cases branches 
which are morthan adequately high in summer time droop down under snow or ice 
loads to obstruct traffic. 

Consideration should also be given 
to the frequency of snow and ice loads. 
If only once or twice in a decade, the 
traveling public and adjacent property 
owners may prefer such inconvenience 
rather than lose the many values of 
fine old shade trees. 

Vegetation in Relation to Curves and 
Intersections 
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CLEARANCE OF BRANCHES 

OVER ROAD ON A DEPRESSED VERTICAL CURVE 

Figure 7. 
The location of any tree or shrub along a highway near a curve, and partiCu-

larly a curve associated with a separation or blending of traffic, requires anal-
ysis with reference to sight-distance requirements. 
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The rate of curvature, the gradient, and the amount of superelevation will 
control the rate of speed of a vehicle at any given point. These data may be 
shown on plans for new developments. If they are not on record in relation to 
existing highways, they should be secured. 

A definite relationship exists between speed and the distance required for a 
vehicle to come to a full stop. Stopping distances give sight-distance require-
ments. No existing vegetation should remain and no new plantings should be made 
which will interfere with safe sight distance. 

Plantings on the outside of curves are explained under the heading of traf-
fic guidance. 

Traffic Speed. It isa recognized fact that many drivers exceed the author-
ized speeds and drive on a curve at speeds in excess of the designed..speed. The 
removal of existing growth and the planning of new plantings should therefore re-
late to speeds which may actually occur under traffic conditions. 

Actual speeds and the corresponding requirements of sight distance can 'be ar-
rived at with reasonable accuracy by utilizing the accepted standards for designing 
curves for given speeds and adding margins for overdrive and safety. 

Table 1 is based on "Traffic Engineering Handbook," a joint publication by 
the Institute of Traffic Engineers and the National Conservation Bureau for "with-
out superelevation." Because curves used in designing highways can be negotiated 
at greater speeds by some drivers, under certain conditions, this table shows speeds 
about 20 percent higher than' the referenced text to represent "overdrive."  

Table 1 indicates speeds with relation to superelevated curves. 

TABLE 1 

MAXIMUM PROBABLE SPEEDS FOR VARIOUS RADII 

Radius, Without With Radius., Withput With 
feet Superelev., Superelev., feet Superelev., Superelev., 

mph'. mph. mph. mph. 

100 33 311. 800 58 	, 66 
150 36 39 900 59 67 
200 11.1 144 1,000 59 68 
250 11.2 11.7 11100 ' 	60 69 
300 141. 49 1,200 60 70 
350 47 	' 52 1,300. ' 	60 71 
11.00 11.9 '54 1,11.00 60 72 
11.50 50 56 1,500 61 73 
500 52 59 	' 1,600 62 711. 
600 511. 62 1,700 611. 75 
700 56 6 

Stopping Distances. If a disabled car or other obstruction occurs on a high- 
way, an approaching driver should be able to see it far enough in advance so that 
he can come to a 'full safe stop before colliding. 	No tree or sbrub should obstruct 
his vision. In determining tree and shrub locations, it is therefore.necessary to 
know the sight-distance requirements according to his stopping distance. 

Table 2 shows the basic values of time for perception and brake reaction for 
certain initial speeds, as based on "A Policy on Sight Distances for Highways," 
by the AASHO and "The Traffic Engineering Handbook." 
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TABLE 2 

STOPPING DISTANCES FROM VARIOUS VELOCITIES AND AT 
VARIOUS DECELERATION RATES 

mph. 12 mph./sec 10 mph./sec.. 8 mph./sec. 6mph./sec. 4 mph./sec. 2 mph./sec. 
feet feet feet feet feet feet 

25 iLO 145 150 165 195 270 

30 170 175 190 210 245 360 

35 200 210 225 250 305 1.55 

230 24O 260 290 360 560 
45 260 280 300 30 430 685 
50 285 '310 34O 395 495 815 
6o 350 380 '425 495 690 1,100 
70 4.70 11.55 520 620 820 

Table 3 shows the effect of increasing or decreasing gradients in the pro- 
file as affecting rates of deceleration. 

TABLE 3 

EFFECT OF GRADE ON STOPPING DISTANCES 

Assumed Upgrade ' Dongrade 
Design Decrease in Increase in 
Speed Stopping Distance, feet Stopping Distance, feet 

3% 6% 	9% 3% 6% ''9% 

30 - 0 -10 	-10 + 0 +10 + 10 
110 -10 -10 	-20 +10 .+10 +20 
50 	' -10 -20 	' 	-30 +10 +30 + 	Li.O 

60 -20 -30 	-50 +20 +40 + 70 
70 -30 -50 	-70 +30 +70 +120 

Planting Zones. Table 1 gives the maximum speed to be expected at' any curve. 
Table 2 gives the distance required for stopping from this speed according to a 
selected rate of'deceleration, , From the layout of this distance along the line of 
travel on the curve, a sight-distance' chord can be plotted. The plotting of a suc-
cession of such chords will define a zone where sight distance should be preserved 
and beyond which any obstructions will be acceptable (Figure 8). 

The application of these principles to a great number of curves and intersec-
tions has proved that within these limitations it is possible to produce a wholly 
adequate planting design. Conversely, intersections planted without consideration 
to overdrive and safety factors require drastic plant removals. The plant-area 
restrictions are also reflected in reduced costs of plant materials, their attend-
ant maintenance costs, and the provision of areas for police and maintenance crews 
and snow disposal. 

If, because of planting design or the existence of desirable trees, the lim-
itation of planting zones by this method leaves a hard, uninteristing outline, it 
may be possible to justify a few such plants within, the prohibited zone. They 
should be high-headed trees only. Their small quantity and dispersed arrangement 
may cause no real restriction until their trunks are very large. 

The principles of plotting' sight distances for plantings may also find appli-
cation with reference to other obstructions on the roadsides. They may even guide 
the 'grading of slopes and the limits of land acquisition. They form 'a definite 
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Figure 9. 
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guide in the need of removing existing trees. 

Highway Intersection Patterns. Where one highway crosses another on a sep-
arate level and no interchange of traffic is involved, no sight distances need be 
considered to govern the location of plantings. 

At a simple intersection, as shown in Figures 3 and 4,  the speed on the high-
ways must be determined.. Increase these speeds by 20 percent for "overdrive." 
Consult Table 2 for the stopping distance from these speeds. The plotting of these 
distances and their sight-distance chords will define the clear-vision zones. 

Sight distances are particularly critical at highway intersections with an 
interchange, of traffic. Examples of planting zones based on sight distance are 
shown in Figu'es 5 and  9 for a variety of intersection designs. 

CLEARANCE OF VEGETATION 
CLEARANCE OF VEGETATION 

FOR 
FOR 	 SIGHT DISTANCES AT HIGHWAY INTERSECTIONS 

SIGHT DISTANCES ON HIGHWAY CURVES 

Scaling poittli to, 
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Radius 250 

NOTES: 
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distance a. 
2. Select deceiergtlon tote In b.aping with the 

character at the highway. 

4 	
3. Always compute for light clearances on 

right frond curves. 
A. Sc.ie all stepping distances along the 

mat-of 
freest of the vehicle. S. 

No tree. or shrubs obstructing sight 
distances in the shodsd urea. 

Figure 8. 
Plant Arrangements at Intersec-

tions. Within the limitation of sight-
distance requirements, it is generally 
desirable to plant in the following 
locations: 

H2+- 

Near bridge structures and approach ramps, as described for planting 
near structures. 

Opposite the intersection of lanes of travel as described for traffic 
guidance (Figures 3, Ii.,  5, and  9). 

Between lanes of opposing travel as described under mall planting. 

The planting in other areas will be determined by around forms, drain-
age patterns, and requirements of the general landscape composition. 

Traffic intersections designed for high-speed travel may provide one to sev-
eral acres of land within the loops or islands of the intersection. In order to 
minimize the maintenance of these areas and lessen the amount of mowing normally 
required, it may be possible to plant groves of trees as a part of the over-all 
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planting scheme. Such groves will probably be the most economical cover over a 
period of many years. 

On small intersections it may be adequate to depend largely on properly dis-
posed high-headed deciduous shade trees. Vines and other ground covers would be 
well on the steeper slopes, and the balance of the areas could be mowed turf. 

Planting at traffic circles has followed several patterns which have béen 
acceptable to different authorities. 

No. shrubs or trees are used within the circle sothat all traffic move-
ments are clearly visible. Screen plantings on the outside of the circle 
may or may not be used to restrict views into the countryside. 

High-headed shade trees are regularly or irregularly placed at wide 
intervals throughout the area so that clear vision in all directions is es-
sentially preserved. Mowed turf or other vegetation provides ground cover 
definitely below the sight lines of the drivers. This scheme has the ad-
vantage of making the interchange conspicuous in the landscape as differ-
entiated from the approaching highways and, to a certain extent, of guid-
ing the direction of traffic in fog, snow, or night conditions. 

Solid plantings of trees and shrubs, often including a large propor-
tion of evergreens, are massed in the center of the circle, leaving only 
limited sight distance across the outer limits of the circle. The object 
is to make the circle interchange and its traffic directions quickly rec-
ognizable to incoming traffic and to screen all headlight glare across the 
circle. Such plantings are sometimes extended to include hedges around the 
inside of the circle and hedges or heavy shrub plantings. in the islands at 
entrances to the rotaries. 

All plantings at rotary intersections, particularly those near the 
pavement in the circle, may suffer injuries from cars out of control. It 
appears that, over a period of time, heavy planting has been changed to 
shrub plantings to mark changes in direction, to essentially unplanted 
rotaries except for naturalistic planting effects. The implanted modern 
circles are also of greater radius than earlier designs. Drivers unfamil-
iar eith the traffic-circle feature and encountering a small circle on 
older designs when leaving high-speed traffic lanes have needed more than 
dense planting to hold them on the pavement. 

Vegetation to Control Erosion 

The establisbment and maintenance of vegetation on roadsides are justified in 
all cases where it will grow, either for varying degrees of erosion control or for 
appearances, or for certain aspects of each of these objectives. The value of 
plants to control or retard water or wind erosion is at ieast implied, if not 
strongly emphasized, in all roadside-development practices. Most of the cnsider. 
ations under various topics in this report have also an implied relation to erosion 
control. Slope stabilization and the care of underground water are each related to 
erosion and should be carried out independently of surface erosion. 

Surface erosion normally starts on a.minute scale and grows rapidly to serious 
proportions, Its prevention or control at an early stage is therefore significant. 

Final grades should be protected against the elements immediately af-
ter their completion. Seeding should immediately follow finish grading; 
Plantings should be made as promptly as possible and receive adequate main-
tenance for the first year or until the plants are thoroughly established. 
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In regions where grasses and herbaceous legumes can be readily estab-
lished and maintained, they comprise the basic ground cover for erosion 
control, either used alone or in combination with selected woody growth. 
Woody growth of rampant vines or deep-rooted shrubs and trees is sometimes 
featured on rough and steep slopes which cannot be mowed with power equip-
nient, or on dry slopes or slopes facing south or west where the dryness is 
too severe for an adequate growth of turf. 

Select thicket or mat-forming plants which root from decumbent branches 
or those which spread by suckers or root shoots. Many plants in this class, 
however, may be objectionable because they could crowd out or cover over 
other desirable plants and because they could cause a maintenance burden to 
keep them suppressed or because they might invade neighboring property. 

Select plants which can be established and grow to an effective size 
in the shortest period of time. 

Shrubs and vines with dense twig growth or armed with spines may be. 
selected to catch organic litter and thus add to the retention of surface 
water with a lessened possibility of erosion. However, vegetation on 
slopes is often more subject to fire injury than on level areas and col-
lected leaves would add to the hazard. Plants with ability to regenerate 
after cutting or burning may therefore be desirable in certain situations. 

On certain slopes and with certain fine-textured soils plantings need 
protection at least until surface conditions are stabilized. Methods used 
include brush wattles, poles, boards, and wood screeds. Cereal grains or 
quick-growing annuals are seeded in the intervening strips, and plantings 
are made of cuttings of rapidly sprouting woody shrubs and trees. Sand-
dune control methods are recommended by the United States Department of 
Agriculture for different sections of the country and should be consulted 
for specific problem areas. Control often involves the vegetative estab-
lishment of indigenous grasses andsedges, sometimes the seeding of leg-
umes, the planting of barriers in rows, or the continuous cover of tolerant 
vines, shrubs, and trees. Shoreline erosion can usually be controlled by 
embedding poles or cuttings of willow. 

Vegetation with Relation to Medians 

Trees are generally undesirable in medians because they can be hit by an auto-
mobile out of control. In urban and suburban situations, where there are curbs 
and moderate traffic speeds, however, the use of trees is often desired for shade 
or color effects, and their planting is generally accepted. They are also com-
monly permitted in wide medians where the setback from the edge of the pavement 
meets the requirements shown in Figure 2, 

Ground cover, such as Halls honeysuckle, is often planted in median areas to 
form a barrier or color contrast for traffic control. In some situations, this 
type of cover may be superior to grass, but experience in the New York metropol-
itan area indicates a preference for grass to avoid an accumulation of trash, even 
though this means that mowing machines must cross the traffic lanes. 

Grass grown in wide joints between paving blocks gives a green color in med-
ians or on shoulders the latter must be definitely stable to receive traffic. 

Plantings are desirable in wide medians to disguise a swath cut through a 
woodland, to form a separation between two open areas, and for other landscape 
effects. 
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The problem of snowdrifting, shading ice on the pavement, or occupying space 
which is required for snow storage should be considered when plantings are de-
signed for median areas. 

A depressed median usually carries drainage, and care should be taken not to 
impede the flow of water or the maintenance of the drainageway. 

Plantings are frequently used in medians to prevent pedestrians from crossing. 
Where fences are needed, they.may be kept inconspicuous when screened by shrubs or 
actually concealed when placed adjacent to a hedge erected between two rows of a 
hedge. 

Lack of moisture and reflected heat are injurious to plantings in narrow 
medians and often necessitate excessive replacements, particularly in arid regions 
of the country. 

Single, widely spaced woody plants require mowing around them. Consider plant-
ing appropriate ground covers in beds where shrubs are planted so that the mowing 
pattern is least interrupted. Papers, leaves, and refuse collect in such locations, 
however, and often require additional maintenance. 

Any planting of trees or shrubs in medians adds appreciably to maintenance 
costs. 

Headlight Glare. Where opposing lanes of traffic.are separated by a median 
strip, considerations of screening headlight glare by plantings normally arise. 
In general, planting is an unsatisfactory solution to headlight-glare troubles 
arising from highway design where the median strips are too narrow or the profiles 
of the lanes are on the same level. Its cost and appearance usually restrict its 
use to limited critical situations. 

It is believed that most people can tolerate oncoming headlights on an un-
divided highway except at the crests of vertical curves on tangents and that a 
median strip of 30 feet or more between lanes on parallel profiles is acceptable 
to most drivers. 

Continuous hedges four or five feet high above the pavement have been 
successfully used in medians as narrow as four feet wide where passenger-
car traffic only is involved. 

Hedges or hedge-like groupings of shrubs in echelon have been success 
fully employed in malls 10 to 20 feet wide. 

Continuous belts of trees and shrubs, either deciduous or evergreen 
or a combination, have been extensively used on medians over 20 feet in 
width.. 

The height of the screen is important. Headlights on some trucks are. 
over four feet above the pavement. Depressed vertical curves may permit 
oncoming headlights to. break in a glare over the planting. This may be 
more disturbing than a gradually increasing light intensity. It may re-
quire plotting sight lines on highway profiles to determine plant heights. 

Irregular groups of trees and shrubs permitting alternating bright 
light and shadow bands have been considered worse than no screening. Al-
so, hedges must be broken at grade intersections, thus creating a volume 
of glare instantaneously at a point where vision is needed in several di-
rections. 

Deciduous plants should have dense twiggy branches or be used in 
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considerable quantity to be effective in even filtering of the light dur-
ing the winter months. 

Any continuous headlight-glare control planting is almost sure to be 
unduly conspicuous or inharmonious in the landscape unless the surroundings 
are similarly planted. 

Vegetation in Relation to Snowdrifting 

Snow Barriers. Native growth of trees, shrubs, and even weeds and tall grass 
may cause objectionable snowdrifting. Weeds and woody growth along right-of-way 
fence lines should be checked especially. 

Because snowdrifting is not caused on a highway by high-headed shade trees 
which are immediately adjacent nor by closely mowed turf or ground cover, only 
these kinds of plants should be used where the location or design of the liighway 
and its cut and fill slopes cause or collect drifting snow. 

Woodlands which exist on the windward side of highways should be preserved 
where possible because they act as a reservoir for the snow without drifting. 
Sprout growth from cut-over hardwoods will probably soon give the same prdtection 
as woods. 

Where the location and design of highways cause or permit the drifting of 
snow, it is sometimes considered desirable to plant trees and shrubs rather than 
to erect and dismantle snow fences. Such plantings are intended to slow down the 
velocity of the wind and cause the snow to be deposited before it reaches the 
traveled way. 

The statements and figures herewith are based largely on laboratory tests 
and tests on relatively flat topography. They are therefore of guiding value only. 
Snow storms do not always come from the same direction, and sometimes the wind 
which causes drifting comes from the opposite direction of the storm. Worst drift-
ingusually occurs.wherethe angle between road and wind direction lies between 
60 and 90 degrees. 	S  

The location, type, and height of snow barriers require fie].d study, prefer-
ably under winter conditions, to ascertain the direction of wind currents and ed-
dies caused by hills, woods, and other obstructions, the amount of snow deposited 
from the winds passing over woods or open fields or water, and whether the pre-
vailing snow is light, dry, and subject to drifting. High wind velocity seems to 
have no effect upon the shape and sIze of the drifting area. The velocity of the 
wind,.however, influences the shape and characteristics of the drift which forms 
within that area. Low wind velocities on partially sheltered sites result in snow 
deposition over the entire eddy area. High velocities usually cause deposition 
close to the leeward side of the barrier. 

The locations desired for barriers are usually so far removed from the pave-
ment that they occur outside the right-of-way. Arrangements for planting and main-
taining them on private property are usually complicated because they permanently 
break up the pattern of land use. The cost of purchasing the land would probably 
be disproportionate to the value of the screen. 

Except where the topography is very irregular or the countryside contains 
many groups of trees and shrubs, any plantings to form snow barriers will appear 
unnatural and therefore conspicuous. 

The uncertainty of their effectiveness, the complications with regard to 
private lands, and their effect in the landscape may result in a determination 
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that erecting and dismantling snow fences ispreferable. Their cost, however, may 
be much less than handling fences, or repeating snow removals, according to mainte-
nance cost'record's. It may take five to seven years for the plantings to be ef-
fective; it is therefore, desirable to consider the years before the.highway may be 
relocated. 

Patter4is of Barriers. Barriers may be planned either as tree and shrub groups 
or as hedges with equal effectiveness. 

Different patterns of arrangement, height, and kinds of plants may be required 
for different locations, even in the same area, because of different wind condi-
tions. A continuous barrier may be desired for a short drift spot, while a long 
drift area may be cared for by a series of group plantings. 

In all cases, the planting should be of such length and so constructed as to 
prevent the wind from causing a drift around the ends of the barrier and produc-
ing a drift on the traveled way.. 

Continuous hedges or hedges in echelon will be the most artificial in appear- 
ance. 

Deciduous trees and shrubs will be more harmonious' in the landscape unless 
evergreens are the dominant native growth. 

Each stretch of planting may be linked into those on either end so that the 
transitidn from the one to the other is natural and not abrupt. 

Height of Barriers. Experiments have demonstrated that the effective' area 
of a barrier on the windward, side is about five times the height of the barrier 
and from 15 to 20 times the height of the barrier on the leeward side. This ap-
plies to trees and shrubs of all kinds (Figure 10). 

RELATION BETWEEN 

WIDTH 	OF 'BARRIER 	AND THE 	SNOW DRIFT 	AREA 

Figure 11. 

Plant Arrangements. Trees planted 
in three or more rows will trap most of 
the snow within the barrier. Very lit-
tle is gained by planting more than 
three rows in a barrier. 
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Figure 10. 

Best results have been obtained when the spacing of rows and trees is 
approximately equal. 

Trees in multiple rows should be staggered to close the gap between 
the crowns, thereby increasing the effectiveness of the barrier (Figure 
II). - 

Excess'ive snow deposits on low coniferous plailtings may result in 
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serious breakage and girdling by rodents. This may be overcome in wide bar-
riers by planting in two strips, leaving a space between for snow storage. 

Trees planted in a double row cause some drifting on the leeward side. This 
method is desirable for narrow spaces. It permits several kinds of plants to be 
combined. 

Single-row barriers usually consist of closely spaced conifers or a hedge of 
deciduous trees or shrubs. 

A spacing distance equal to 1.1 times the anticipated crown diameter 
has been found to give the best results under all conditions. Closer spac-
ing results in clogging of the barrier. 

High dense single rows of evergreen trees at close spacing will cause 
high short drift formation close to the barrier and are therefore desirble 
on narrow right-of-way. The same effect is produced by multiple-rowspac-
ing with the trees staggered at a wider interval. 

One row of shrubs is satisfactory if they are dense and compact, but 
if tall and sparse several rows should be used. 

Single rows of widely spaced evergreen trees, low broad-headed decid-
uous shrubs, or scattered groups of trees or shrubs usually result in long, 
relatively low snowdrift formation. 

When trees become old and lose their lower branches, an underplanting may be 
required. Select shade-tolerant kinds. 

When barriers become too high or need renewal, replant the row farthest from 
the prevailing wind. Successive rows can be replaced in subsequent years as re-
quired. 

Spacing of plants should be close enough. to keep down weeds and grass and 
still not unduly reduce the moisture and feeding area of the roots. Low branches 
are important and should not be shaded out by weeds. Intervals between rows may 
be influenced by the type of equipment used for cultivation. For free-growing 
conifers it has been found that the ratio of tree spread to height should range 
from .50 to .85, averaging .75. Closer spacing may induce rubbing or swaying 
crowns with the loss of terminal buds and side branches which lessens their ef-
fectiveness as a barrier. 

When tall and low shrubs are combined, the taller kinds should be placed on 
the windward side to ensure growth close to the ground. A narrow compact barrier 
may be planted with tall, high-branched shrubs surrounded by low bushy deciduous 
or evergreen shrubs. 

A distance between the branches equal to 20 percent of the spacing distance 
will increase the length of the drift area approximately six times beyond the 
length of a drift for a tight barrier. 

Kinds of Plants. Plants used for snow screens should be selected with full 
recognition of the requirements of plant hardiness and adaptability to the site, 
disease resistance, and appearances in the landscape. In addition, consideration 
should be given to their resistance to breakage by wind and snow. They should 
have dense crowns and have branches that start from the ground. 

Conifers are most desirable for snow fences. Low-growing evergreens may be 
used in low barriers or in combination with other trees and shrubs. 

Crown density is preferable in single-row barriers. Firs and spruces 
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would be desirable. 

Crown density is not important in multiple-row barriers. Open pines 
are satisfactory. 

Three- or four-year transplants and two- or three-year seedlings are 
considered to be the best sizesof trees'to plant. The average forest-
type conifer grows about one foot per year after establishment. 

Plants in Relation to Views 

Existing vegetation should be controlled or plantings addd to emphasize out-
standing qualities in.the countryside. The latent interest in the countryside is 
greater than the relatively insignificant developments which are made along the 
edges of the highway. 

Favor the planting on the side of the road where interest is limited 
and preferably where it may serve a secondary purpose of screening. 

Provide screen plantings for objectionable views from highways, such as views 
toward factories and service areas, dumps, borrow pits, etc. This may be accom-
plished by grouping trees and shrubs so as to interrupt the view from an approach-
ing vehicle, or it may be possible to preserve a belt of existing growth to aid 
as a screen. If the latter is possible for a borrow pit, the access road should 
not permit an inview. 

Avoid continuous ribbons of planting which form a long barrier be- 
tween the highway and the countryside. Screening with solid planting 
may be as objectionable as the object it means to hide. 

Group trees and shrubs of different kinds and different sizes to-
gether to simulate a natural growth. For example, evergreens and decid-
uous trees in sizes six to 20 feet would be more natural than evergreen 
trees of the same size. 

Planting Near Structures 

Plantings are generally desirable in the vicinity of highway bridges. They 
may screen or partially screen the more massive portions of the masonry and thus 
reduce' the' prominence of the structure in the landscape, or they may add to the 
attractiveness of the situation. 

In many modern bridge designs the piers, 'the structural span, and 
abutments are not obtrusive in the landscape, and there is no need of 
planting near the structure., There is a need, however, of planting to 
screen and soften the silhouette of the bridge approach ramps. 

The amount of planting and the relative proportion of deciduous and 
evergreen material should be consistent with the effect of other vegeta-
tion in the vicinity. 

The planting composition should normally be unsymmetrical and in-
formal, 

Vines planted to grow on the masonry should be so placed that they 
will serve as decoration to augment the design and not obscure structur-
al elements. 

Plantings are desired in the vicinity of gasoline stations, comfort stations, 
and other public service structures along the highway for the purpose of either 
screening or embellishment. Each area requires an especially adapted design. 
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These situations invite a greater amount of planting than elsewhere along the high-
way. Avoid the excessive use of exotics, flowering types of plants, and concentra-
tions of evergreen materials as constituting contrasts which are not consistent 
with the vegetation in the region. 

Vegetation in Relation to Waysides and. Memorials 

Wayside Developments. It is generally desirable to provide shade at wayside 
stopping places. Drivers have a natural inclination to park under trees even when 
deciduous trees have no leaves. Arbors with vines are sometimes used where shade 
trees cannot readily be grown. 

Trees are desirable in areas where cars are parked. They provide shade for 
the parked cars and help break up the apparent extent of parking areas which are 
normally obtrusive in the landscape. Such trees may be in an irregular pattern, 
as when existing trees are preserved, or as rows in islands between bays of parked 
cars. Broad-crowned trees are generally preferable in parking areas. 

Temporary parking areas such as for resting, picnics, and views are often con-
sidered more inviting where there are no screening shrubs or trees and all parts 
of the grounds are visible from the highway. 

Flowering plants are justified to the same etent that they would be in neigh-
borhood parks but they should not be gardenesque. Conspicuous flowers and fruits 
may be subject to more vandalism than along open secbions of a highway. 

Lawn areas require maintenance. The design can limit mowed turf to relative-
ly small areas, such as strips adjacent to pavements, and still present an attrac-
tive and inviting appearance. 

Memorials. Highway systems have been dedicated for memorial purposes. Sec-
tions of highways and parkways have been likewise named. Such projects normally 
feature more or showier plantings than average highways. Special plantings are 
also often used as memorials. Many large-scale plantings have been considered ap-
propriate as memorials, even though memorials are permanent of necessity and plants 
are limited in their life span. 

Maintenance of memorial plantings may become the subject of controversies. 
An example was a quantity of linden trees especially imported from Europe to com-
memorate a war. Some years.after their planting on a major highway a subway route 
was built and the city was obligated to transplant hundreds of these trees into a 
grove on park property merely because the particular trees had been publicly ded-
icated. Other instances have involved the maintenance of individual memorial tree 
markers. The organization sponsoring the establishment of a memorial is usually 
dependent upon a public agency for maintenance. A dead tree, a dead branch, or 
even a tipping plaque may cause complaints reaching broad proportions and force 
unreasonable obligations on those responsible for maintenance. 

Highway routes, sections of routes, and plantings in connection with develop-
ments such as groves and parking and picnic areas are probably more satisfactory 
as memorials over a period of time than uniform avenues or single trees because 
they avoid controversies over the maintenance of individual plants. 

The acceptance of donations for memorial plantings should include a perma-
nent record of the understanding regarding the responsibility for maintenance and 
replacements as well as the amount or degree of maintenance which will be furnished. 
Unless the element of time is included in the understanding, the memorial plantings 
themselves may restrict future desirable plans such as changing highway locations. 
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Vegetation in Urban Areas 

Trees and shrubs are desirable along highways in built-up areas. 

Plantings tend to soften if not actually blot out disconcerting 
scenery adjacent to the route and thus benefit the traveler from the 
standpoint of safety and appearances. 

Plantings tend to screen the movement and deaden the sound of 
traffic in the community with attendant benefits on land use and land 
values. Major landscape developments may actually enhance nearby prop-
erty values. 

The amount of trees and shrubs depends upon the need of screening, the ef-
fects desired, the cost of the land required, the cost of the work, and the as-
surance of its proper maintenance. 

Usually the amount will be greatest in outlying areas but some-
times the vegetation in such areas is adequate for appearances and the 
work will be intensified as an elaborate parkway character in downtown 
city areas. 

Trees and shrubs may be used in built-up areas as street trees, 
in traffic circles, as screens along property lines, as a buffer be-
tween the main traveled way and parallel service streets, on slopes, in 
malls, in cul-de-sac areas adjacent to the normal right-of-way lines in 
conjunction with small parks and plazas, and as landscape developments 
near large buildings and building groups. 

Design Considerations. The preponderance of buildings, pavements, and other 
man-made structures in urban areas dictates a different type of planting design. 
The design will usually be more formal or more architectural in quality than in 
naturalistic surroundings. Usually the freedom of the effects, or the obviously 
designed trimness of the effects, should correspond to the environment and vary 
between suburbs and solidly built-up zones. Becuase of physical limitations in 
the built-up zones, the appropriate design requires more thorough analyses than 
elsewhere, and the results usually approximate architectural qualities. 

Planning for trees and shrubs in built-up areas requires study to determine 
the relation to ground forms and use areas and also the study of cross sections 
extending onto adjacent property to determine the vertical relationship and the 
interrelationship of foliage masses and buildings at heights above ground level. 

The type of trees should be selected according to their overhang 
in relation to the width of pavement. 

The type of trees should be influenced by the kinds and locations 
of trees on adjacent property. Normally, street trees would be simi-
lar in character to nearby shade trees but for emphasis the street 
trees might differ in form, such as uniformly spreading or columnar. 

The type of trees should be influenced by the setback of build- 
ings. 

The type of trees should be influenced by the height of build-
ings on adjacent property. Low buildings on a narrow street might 
suffer disadvantage from the shade of tall, spreading trees. Many 
store owners object to foliage which screens their windows and signs. 

The type of trees should be influenced by the character of archi- 
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tecture on adjacent property. Uniform city architecture calls for rows 
of symmetrical trees, clipped hedge effects, or repetition of plant forms. 
In more open residential areas the trees would best be more open, spread-
ing ty-pes. The American elm in association with colonial domestic archi-
tecture is a striking example of appropriateness. 

Avoid close spacings. Every lot owner does not need a tree. Cus-
tomary spacings of. 30 to .60 feet give a crowded and too shaded effect, 
and they increase maintenance costs proportionately. 

Bosque effects may be appropriate in built-up areas where trees are 
spaced as close as 12 feet apart and the crowns interlock. Horsechest-
nuts and lindens are frequently used in this manner in Europe, and some-
times the crowns are pruned into cubes or plates. 

In heavily built-up areas where street trees are difficult to accom-
modate but their effect is desired, the trees may be widely spaced. A 
tree-lined effect has been secured on certain New York City streets with 
two trees on each side of the street per block. 

Keep street trees a distance of at least 20 feet from street inter-
sections for sight distance. 

Considerations Regarding Plants. Because of the adverse factors affecting 
growing conditions in a city environment, more care is required in the selection 
of plants and the planting operations than in suburban or rural surroundings. 
These factors include the possibility of poor soils, poor or excessive drainage, 
shade from buildings, reflected heat from pavements and buildings, air drafts, 
fumes, and smoke. 

It is advisable to plot zones of growing conditions on a city map 
and select kinds of plants best suited for each zone. Much canbe learned 
from field inspection of plants now growing in an area or in a similar 
area in a nearby city and from consultation with local horticultural au-
thorities such as park departments. 

In the selection of plants, requirements as to longevity, insect 
and disease resistance, strength of wood, and fruit characteristics are 
intensified because of the adversities affecting plant growth and use 
requirements under city conditions. 

The normal requirements of tree structure, height of branching, 
plant sizes when planting, and root-growth habits affecting pavements 
and underground utilities are intensified under city conditions. There 
is also the need of considering the twig and crown character of decid-
uous trees in dormant seasons. 

Various kinds of trees with conspicuous flowers, or horticultural 
types having gardenesque qualities, which would not be appropriate in the 
open country, are often accepted in urban situations. These include such 
plants as oleanders, acacias, magnolias, and flowering cherries. 

• Select one species for planting along one particular street for con-
tinuity of effect. Because of pest and disease troubles, however, or un-
certainties such as hardiness or tolerance, it is unsafe to depend upon 
one kind over a considerable area. A main street might therefore have 
one kind and cross streets different kinds. A change in alignment or pro-
file, or character of environment, might also justify a change in kind of 
tree along a particular route. Avoid alternating kinds such as green- 
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and red-fo'liaged trees or conical and vase-shaped types. 

Special Considerations. The normal requirements for investigating underground 
growing conditions are intensified under city conditions. These include such con-
siderations as leaky gas mains, subways, utility conduits, rock, water tables, and 
underdrainage. 

Frequently the natural soil conditions are not favorable to root growth and 
oversize plant pits are required. The soil thus furnished may be all that is avail-
able to a plant, and the plants and the soil itself may require replacement after 
one or several years just as if they were grown in tubs. Drainage and irrigation 
of such pits may be required. 

Trees planted along sidewalks or areas used by pedestrians usually require 
special guying. Stakes rather than guy wires are customary along sidewalks. The 
stakes usually parallel the curb. Overhead guys between trees and buildings are 
sometimes employed. 

Because of the abuse of tree trunks close to traffic or where children play, 
it is often desirable to install tree guards. Various types of wrought-iron guards 
have been marketed for this purpose. 

Where pedestrian traffic will come close to tree trunks and the soil in the 
tree pits is subject to compaction, it is often desirable to provide a surface 
treatment which can withstand the traffic and still permit good air and moisture 
conditions. Examples of this protection are, precast metal gratings, blocks of 
stone or bricks laid with broad sand joints, and pervious bituminous compounds. 

Administrative Control of Roadside Vegetation 

It would appear desirable for states to regulate and supervise the work of 
others with respect to vegetation on the right-of-way. This may be accomplished' 
by means of permits. Vigilance is required by all employees of a highway depart-
ment to carry on the intent of laws and regulations. Success depends upon proper 
supervision and the cooperation from, those operating on permits. 

Permits for Planting. Permits should include all planting activities byoth-
ers in the right-of-way. Where conditions warrant, these permits should include. 
the following: 	- 

Specification of the location and kind of trees to be planted. 

Statement of starting and completion dates of the work. 

Where considered necessary or desirable, layout plans for planting 
should be prepared by the appropriate unit of the highway department; in 
any event, such plans should be reviéwd by the highway department be-
fore the work is started. 

Permit should specify that the work is to be done under the super-
vision of and to the satisfaction of the state highway department. 

Arrangements should be included for maintenance of vegetation plant-
ed under permit. Maintenance for the first critical year may be covered 
by the planting contract, after which the state highway department as-
sumes the work, or the department may do the work and be reimbursed by 
the permittee. 	 . 

Provision for maintaining traffic on the highway while planting op-
erations are being carried on should be included. 
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As an enforcement device, provision should be made for revocation of 
the permit if work is not carried on to the satisfaction of the highway 
department. 

Provision should be made for obtaining approval of any planting by 
abutting owner where necessary. 

Regulations for Planting. The issuance of regulations or specifications con-
cerning approved planting procedures will assist in preventing undesirable plant-
ing operations. Such regulations may be issued separately or be included on the 
permit form. Desirable regulations should include: 

Regulations should specify the kinds of vegetation considered de-
sirable for various locations on the highway right-of-way, as well as 
the kinds of vegetation which may not be planted in any location. 

A minimum distance from the pavement or shoulders should be estab-
lished for planting purposes. 

A minimum distance from highway or railroad grade crossings or inter-
sections within the limits of which no planting may be done should be spec-
ified. 

Planting on the inside of curves or at other locations which would 
affect sight distance adversely should be prohibited. 

Planting detrimental to drainage ditches or structures should be 
prohibited. 

Trees should not be placed where they would interfere with exist-
ing utility lines or installations. 

Permits for Work on Trees and. Shrubs. Permits should cover the work of trim-
ming, cutting, and removal of vegetation in the highway right-of-way by others, 
including utility companies. Where conditions warrant, these permits should include 
the following: 

Each permit should cover the cutting, tiirnming, or removal of indi-
vidual trees, or possibly of all trees within a particular section of 
road. If permit applies to a road section, it wouJd be-well to provide 
for inspection by the highway department before work is commenced. Blan-
ket permits should not be issued, unless experience with utility companies 
and others ordinarily performing this type of work has indicated that the 
work will be satisfactorily carried out. 

Location and type of trees should be specified, particularly if prior 
inspection of the area is not required or feasible. 

Permit should specify that the work is to be done under the super-
vision of and to the satisfaction of the state highway department. 

If prior inspection of work is required, the permittee should be 
required to notify the highway department of the date work is to start, 
or this information may be included in the application for the permit. 

Date of anticipated completion of the work should be included. Per-
mits should not be issued for indefinite periods, particularly where 
close inspection by the highway department is necessary. 

The landscape or roadside control division of the highway department 
should ordinarily be charged with enforcement of the permit system, be- 
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cause of its knowledge of tree trimming, cutting, and removal methods. 

Where difficulties have been experienced or are anticipated with 
utilities or others carrying on work, provision should be included for 
a i'easonable bond or deposit to ensure satisfactory completion of wdrk. 

Where large-scale tree-trimming operations take place, a reasonable 
fee for inspection of the work by the highway department may be charged. 

Utilities and others carrying on work should be required to make ad-
equate provision for maintaining traffic on the highway while the work is 
being done0 

Permittee should be required to carry adequate public liability, 
property-damage, and compensation insurance for any damage to person or 
property resulting from his operations. 

Provision should be included for revocation of the permit if work 
is not carried on to the satisfaction of the highway department. 

Provision should be made for obtaining approval of abutting owner 
where necessary. 

Regulations for Work on Trees and Shrubs0 The issuance of specifications or 
regulations governing tree-trimming, cutting, and removing operations will assist 
in assuring adequate protection of roadside vegetation0 Such regulations may be 
issued separately where detailed directions are necessary or may be included in 
the permit itself0 Desirable regulations might include: 

Directions for side trimming, under trimming, dwarfing, direction-
al or through trimming, etc0 Where separate regulations are issued, 
sketches indicating right and wrong methods of carrying on different 
types of trimming or cutting are desirable. 

The use of proper pruning methods should be required in order to 
preserVe the shapeliness of the tree and to avoid unnecessary divage to 
existing vegetation0 

Directions as to removal of trees should require removal of the en-
tire stump where necessary. 

Permittee should be responsible for removal of timber and debris re-
sulting from trimming operations. 

Wherever possible, maximum clearance in connection with various types 
and sizes of utility lines should be specified. 

Provision should be made for the removal of trees, shrubs, vines, 
etc., which have grown up directly beneath utility lines, if not of de-
sirable kinds, if diseased, if detrimental to traveling public, or un-
necessary to program of roadside improvement. 

Provision should also be made for the preservation (no cutting and 
no use of herbicides) on shrubs and subtrees which are desirable and would 
never affect the utility lines. 

If pruning of a desirable tree cannot be performed by a utility- com-
pany without detriment to the tree, the company might be required to move 
poles and lines to another location; if the tree can be safely moved, the 
utility company might be required to move it to a designated location, 
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Selective Thinning 

Where highways pass through groves of trees or extensive woodlands or even 
through abandoned farm lands or undeveloped wastes, the interest in the existing 
vegetation along the roadsides can normally be enhanced by removing certain growth 
to reveal other growth or views. Removing vegetation to create landscape effects 
has great value where applied to highway work. 

The most important trees and shrubs to remove are those which are 
dead, those past maturity or those.seriously injured by construction equip-
ment or blasting. Normally such trees should be removed under the work of 
clearing and grubbing. 

Fast-growing, short-lived plants should be removed so as'not to shade. 
or crowd out the desirable kinds or become a maintenance burden in a few 
years. 

Interesting variatibns can be created by clearing bays, leaving dense 
stands of vegetation, featuring single kinds of plants in particular areas, 
clearing young growth and small trees to emphasize mature trees, and grad-
ing tree heights from low to high away from the edge of the clearing. 
Normally a width of 30 feet or more of existing growth is required to se-
cure such effects. 

Where dense stands of such trees as spruce or pine occur and the 
lower branches have been shaded out, it may be desirable to add small 
bushy trees of the same kind to soften the hard lines of the tall bare 
trunks. 

Stumps of trees and shrubs should be either pulled out or cut flush 
and painted with herbicides to prevent regeneration. 

Selective thinning should be tempered with restraint where new roads 
are cut through forests, as many trees on the face of the remaining woods 
will suffer or die because of changes in water levels or amounts of wind 
and sunlight to which they are not accustomed. 

Selective thinning should normally be accompanied by work on the re-
maining trees to take care of broken and dead branches and possibly by 
other work such as cavity work, bracing, feeding, etc. 

Plans and Specifications 

Work Methods 

Roadside development involves preliminary engineering and planning, the prep-
aration of working drawings and specifications, construction, and maintenance. 

In many cases all the work in these several stages is cared for by the agency 
with its own forces. 

A contract may be given to a consulting firm for the preliminary engineering 
or planning and preparation of drawings and specifications for work to be done by 
contract. In any case, the agency usually negotiates the letting of a contract for 
the work of construction. 

Supervision of contract construction may bc handled by the agency or, under 
its direction, by either a consulting firm or a local authority such as an author-
ity representing a parkway commission. 
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Construction by the Agency. When roadside-development work is done by the 
governing agency, it should involve the same amount of planning and thorough con-
sideration of alternatives as when done by contract. Construction is often carried 
out by the governing agency for the following reasons: 

There is economy in time by not having to prepare detailed working 
drawings and specifications. Simple drawings and memorandum-type specifi-
cations may be required, however, to direct the foremen. 

Existing, specialized maintenance crews can be the nucleus of labor 
forces and perhaps require fewer inspectors. 

The landscape work may be adapted to any changes in construction on 
the assumption that landscape plans would be made before the construction 
was 'completed. 

No qualified landscape contractors are available. 

Variations in the method of work include the purchase and delivery of mate-
rials on the basis of competitive bidding according to specifications, the work be-
ing done by regular or specially hired labor forces'with equipment either owned or 
rented 

Construction by Contract. Opinions vary'on the merits of having roadside-
development work done by a contract with an independent landscape contractor or as 
a part of a prime construction' contract. 

It is important that all contractors have experienced and thoroughly qualified 
personnel. The competence of contractors may be appraised from confidential certi-
ficates by previous employers. 

Separate Landscape Contracts. A separate contract for roadside work cannot 
ordinarily be started until other contractors are off the job but, once begun, they 
can be more definitely scheduled than when the landscape work is contingent upon 
construction schedules. 

Landscape contractors may be expected to know the techniques of the special- 
ized work better than construction contractors. 	 ' 

Landscape contractors normally prefer to have independent contracts. 

Theoretically, the costs should be less where a second contractor is not get-
ting a commission. 

Landscape Work Combined with Highway Construction. Planting work added to a 
general construction contract has the advantage,of reducing many of the financing 
and supervision costs and in many cases of causing fewer hazards to traffic. 

Prime contractors often object to this class of work as a nuisance item be-
cause the costs involved are small in comparison with 'the bulk of the work. Also, 
payments may be held up for long periods, particularly where guarantees are in-
volved. 

Prime contractors often sublet roadside-development work to landscape con- 
tractors. 	 1, 	

' 

Appropriations for roadside-development work are often more difficult to se-
cure for independent contracts than when such work is appended to contracts for 
grading, paving, etc. (Seeding work is generally recognized as so essential to 
protect newly graded areas from erosion that it is cared for by the agency or auto-
matically included with the construction contract.) 
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Construction contractors are often willing to become equipped to do this kind 
of work themselves. 

Consultants. Large development projects which are planned and built within 
the span of a few. years constitute one reason for employing consulting engineering 
firms. The governing agency would not then need to be expanded unduly and subse-
quently reduce its staff with the attendant effect on morale and lack of security 
for employees. 

The policies and standard practices of the agency for engineering and planning 
should be defined for inclusion in a contract with a consultant. 

The accepted practices of the departments should be defined as they 
relate to surveying, soils investigations, subsurface explorations, drain-
age and erosion-control requirements, conservation practices such as sal-
vaging materials, planting requirements, and the customary standards for 
working drawings and specifications. 

It is desirable to arrange the contract for engineering and planning into 
three or more defined stages in order to enable the agency to review, approve, and 
pay for the work as it progresses. 

A first stage might include a topographical survey, 500-foot-scale 
maps, 20- .or 50-foot-scale maps and 10-foot-scale sections. These are de-
sired for basic design considerations. 

A second stage might include a 500-foot-scale location plan, prelim-
inary plans, and estimates. The location plan may include an indication 
of new planting-. areas in relation to existing vegetation; the scope. of 
roadside developments; limits of disturbed areas; areas to be planted; 
provisions for protecting trees, shorelines, etc. Basic design consid-
erations and considerations concerning vegetation along highways in 
special situations may serve as a check list for such designs. 

Part 3, authorized after Part 2 is completed, could then include 
the detailed drawings, estimates, etc. 

The policies and practices of the agency with regard to the supervision of a 
contract, such as methods and tolerances which are acceptable, should be defined 
in a contract with & consultant, insofar as practicable. 

Specifications 

General. Specifications are a method of giving instructions on how work is 
to be executed. They are customarily accompanied by explanatory and illustrative 
drawings or the specifications may supplement the drawings. They may be notations 
on the plans or separate documents. 

Specifications are the final control in an agency-contractor relation. 

Standard contract specifications are often compiled in a printed volume. 
Changes are covered by revised editions or by supplementary specifications. 

Contract specifications are also prepared as separate sections according to 
subject matter, and the pertinent parts are assembled or revised to apply to each 
contract when used. 

A printed text with a range of specified materials and a series of methods 
and alternatives can also be used. Desired parts can be specified in tabular form 
on the plans. Such notations can be quickly drafted and checked. The system per-
mits each job to be designed according to its merits without following a standard 
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which is seldom appropriate outside a limited area, because of local soils, mois-. 
ture, etc. Such a degree of flexibility for the designer is especiallyappropriate 
for landscape-development work because it is largely dependent upon living materials. 

The amount of detail in a specification is a moot question. Brevity 
is highly desirable, provided that it is lucid. When the text is verbose or 
too technical, it stands a chance of not being read at all or not being 
understood. In case of disagreement, a court of claims should read only 
the meaning intended by the designer. 

It is generally desirable to call a conference between the contractor 
and all others concerned in order to explain the ilitent of the requirements 
before any work is begun. 

The qualification of bidders may be desirable. 

The bidder on planting stock may be required to operate and maintain 
a nursery under his own name, or the stock may be required to be growing 
in the nursery or on land controlled by the bidder. Both of these require-
ments become difficult to enforce when nurseries depend on retail trade and 
express indifference to public works' programs. 

The contractor may be required to qualify on the basis of his exper-
ience. The agency may establish a prequalification rating for contractors. 

Composition of Specifications. The composition of a work item of contract 
specifications usually comprises the following: 

Work. A brief description of the work, such as its kind, extent, 
and location. 

Materials. All materials involved may be separately described, or 
specified as they ocur in the description of the work to be done, or 
specified in another section of the specifications and referenced in 
a paragraph on materials. 

Points of delivery of materials may be desirably specified. 

it is desirable to specify not only the required quality of mate-
rials but how these qualities may be tested, such as accoding to the 
methods approved by some recognized association. Certifications of 
laboratory tests may be required in some cases. 

Trade names for materials should be avoided. If the product de-
sired is made by only one company, it is best where possible to specify 
it by its formula, etc.; otherwise by its name, and stpu1ate "or equiv-
alent." 

Numerous requirements which may have occurred in the past and are 
beyond the ability of the inspector to identify on the job have been 
customary in specifications. Because they are impossible to enforce, 
they should be omitted. For example, to specify where plants have been 
growing, or that they are freshly dug, are each unnecessary unless the 
agency is prepared to send an inspector to the site of digging and ship-
ment. 

Methods. This portion should give the contractor a clear and con-
cise explanation of the work which is to be. done. State the results to 
be obtained rather than the methods or equipment to be used, although 
in some cases it may be necessary to mention both result and method. 
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The sequence of the work may be specified where a particular sequence 
is desired. 

Limiting dates for the work should be stated. 

The contractor may be required to give advance notice of his work and 
the dates of delivery of certain materials, particularly those which should 
be inspected upon arrival. 

Requirements about the storage of materials may be desirable. 

Requirements regarding the excavation of rock, removal of undesirable 
substrata, or use of exklosives should be stated. 

The responsibility of staking out the work should be stated. 

The clean-up and disposal of subsoil excavated or rubbish left from 
the operations should be required. 

Special. Different types of work may demand special requirements such 
as guaranteeing the work, maintaining the work, repairing failures, restor-
ing the site of operations, liabilities or penalties for noncompliance with 
parts of the specifications, etc. 

If the highway is open to traffic, the contractor should ordinarily 
be required to maintain traffic, erect warning signs, etc. 

If the pavement is in place, the contractor should be required to re-
move all earth or other materials spilled, washed, or otherwise deposited 
on the pavement whenever the accumulation is sufficient to form mud, in-
terfere with drainage, or create a traffic hazard. 

The contractor should be required to comply with the applicable 
rules and regulations concerning precautions to be takén in the proximity 
of high voltage lines. 

The contractor should be held responsible for any damage to private 
or state property caused by his operations. 

It is sometimes deemed advisable to include a method for changing 
the plans to increase or decrease the quantities of work or materials 
furnished within a latitude of, say, 25 percent of the original quantity 
when so ordered in writing. 

Measurements for payment. This should state on what basis the work, 
will be measured for payment and what the payment includes and does not 
include. If all variety of work and all permitted alternatives are paid 
for under a general clause, it will usually be found less controversial 
and less costly than when measured parts of the work or materials are 
paid for separately. The subjects of "measurement" and "payment" are 
sometimes presented in separate paragraphs. Also the name for each phase 
of the work is sometimes repeated. If one such phase is omitted, it may 
lead to complications. A general remark which requires all work to be 
done as specified is usually preferable. 

Working Drawings 

Size and Scale of Plans. The scale of landscape-development plans depends 
upon the amount of detail required to be shown. The size of the sheet, width of 
margins, etc., is customarily a standard for each working organization. 

A general scheme of development, where, for example, a highway or parkway 
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location is to be shown in relation to neighboring areas, with pertinent data from 
aerial photographs or topographic maps, together with areas to be planted, may be 
advantageously shown at a scale of 100, 200, or 500 feet to the inch. General 
proportions and interrelationships, can thus be readily comprehended on one or a 
few sheets. Such a plan has value for study purposes, analysis, and for presenta-
tion. It may or may not have value as a contract drawing. 

Where planting plans are prepared for contract work, it is customary to adopt 
the same scale as used on the construction or grading plans in order to permit 
tracings without making enlargements or reductions. Scales of 30, 14.0, 50, and 100 
feet, as used on construction drawings, are satisfactory for most planting plans. 
The basic information desired usually comprises edges of pavement, centerline sta-
tioning, property lines, and physical features such as buildings, trees, bridges, 
culvert headwalls, hydrants, drain inlets, rock outcrops, shorelines, and utility 
poles. Other details such as top and bottom of slopes, limits of shoulders, and 
location of drainageways may also be desirable. 

Units of design, such as traffic interchanges, may be most conveniently shown 
on a single plan sheet. For example, the general planting plans at 1 inch = 50 
feet may show one or more strips of highway on a single sheet. An intersection, 
however, at the same scale, would require two to four sheets, whereas if reduced 
to one sheet at, say, 1 inch = 100 feet, the interrelation of the work in the en-
tire interchange area could be shown, to the benefit to all who use the plans. 

Straight-line diagrammatic plans are adequate for many planting designs where 
it is necessary to define the locations of the plantings only with reference to 
land features or right and left offsets from a base line. 

Detailed planting plans for areas near buildings are usually shown at a scale 
of 20, 30, or 40 feet to the inch. Detailed plans for intricate plant arrangements, 
such as bulbs and ground covers, may require a scale of 1 inch = 8 feet or 1 inch 
= 11. feet. Normally it is preferable to prepare the general plan at a scale of, say, 
14.0 or 100 feet and make enlargements for small areas as required. 

Work to be done in conjunction with clearing operations, such as defining the 
limits of clearing for construction, or sight-distance requirements, and instruc-
tions regarding the preservation of trees beyond the limits of new construction 
are best included with the construction drawings for grading, pavements, drainage, 
etc. 

Special work on trees, such as selective thinning or the removal or care of 
individual trees, may be indicated on either construction plans or planting plans, 
but ordinarily a definition of the location of such work according to road sta-
tioning is adequate. 

If instructions regarding the maintenance of plants or the limits of mowing 
are to be shown on plans it is probable that the planting plans or supplemental 
special plans based upon them will be most appropriate. 

Plan Materials. Cloth tracings are usually standard for contract drawings. 
Often a large amount of the lettering as required for charts and tabulations can 
be done with a Varitype typewriter and save considerable drafting time. 

It is sometimes possible to strike off prints of road-construction drawings 
by such a process as Ozalid, and erase unwanted details to acquire a base for 
landscape-development drawings. 

Standard Drawings. Several requirements for planting may be shown by draw-
ings, diagrams, or tables assembled on one or more plan sheets as standard drawings. 
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These can be used repeatedly where no changes from standard practices are involved. 

The size of pits for trees and shrubs may be illustrated by a dimen-
sioned cross section to show their width and depth, or their relation to 
ball size or root spread. 

A diagram may be .prepared to illustrate depths of topsoil or prepared 
soil in seeded areas, ground-cover areas, shrub-bed areas, and possibly 
also in tree-pit areas. 

Details for the construction of pits for vines may be desirable where 
the pit involves a stone or concrete' curb, special drainage provisions, 
etc. Shallow curbs may beset on posts placed at depths below frost injury 
and thus let roots reach into the surrounding soil. 

A dimensioned cross section is often provided to illustrate the depth 
of planting in relation to the finished grade, particularly on slopes, the 
depth of mulch material required, and the details of a lip of soil to hold 
water and' mulch. "Usually this lip corresponds to the size of the pit. 

Details regarding the staking of plants, such as quantity, location 
and size of stakes, and methods of .fastening to the plants, are often shown 
on standard plans for different-size groups of trees and shrubs. 

Details with relation to guying plants, such as number of guys, size 
of guy members, method of attacbnient to tree, methods of anchoring, and 
methods of tightening, are often shown on standard plans for different-
size groups of trees. 

Illustrations, of the approved methods of pruning shrubs and trees may 
be included on standard sheets. 

The general requirements of construction for tree wells and tree walls 
to cover such matters as the construction of the wall, backfill materials 
and locations, and drainage pipe provisions can be shown by. simple, dimen-
sioned plans and cross sections. 

Various patterns of pavement with bricks or blocks of stone with 
sand-filled joints are often used over tree pits when trees are planted 
in paved areas. Such construction and any accepted bituminous pavement 
or iron grates to prevent pedestrians from compacting the soil over tree 
roots can be illustrated on standard plans. 

Key Map. Most organizations require key or location maps on the first sheet 
of contract drawings. One map may be a map of the state at a scale of 1 inch = 50 
miles. Another map may show the job location at a scale of 1 inch = 1 mile. A 
third map may be at a scale of 1 inch = 500 feet. The following are usually also 
shown on such a sheet: beginning and end of project; length of project in feet or 
miles; north point; scale; title to include name of organization, name and location 
of project, date, etc.; sheet number; and block showing names and titles of those 
who sign the plans. 

Planting Plan Indication. A planting plan is a diagram of the location and 
arrangement of new plantings. It should show the kinds, quantities, and locations 
for all planting involved. Street trees and certain special plantings may require 
dimensioned locations. In general, however, even a carefully prepared plan will 
be modified to a certain extent at the time of planting to adjust plant locations 
according to environmental conditions. A thoroughly thought-out and well-delin-
eated plan will assure the closest adherence to the concept of the designer. A 
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well-designed and straightforward planting plan can express the planting composi-
tion without fancy delineation or rendering to represent foliage or shades and 
shadows. Existing foliage outlines are desirably shown with a freehand scalloped 
line to contrast with the simple lines showing new plantings. 

Individual plant locations are usually shown on plans by a symbol. 
A compass spun circle is customary, and the size of the circle may repre-
sent to a certain extent the relative crown spread of the plants, such as 
a large circle for major trees, a smaller circle for second-story trees, 
and very small circles for shrubs or vines. Squares, triangles, crosses, 
and other symbols may also be desired. Complex symbols, such as a circle 
within a circle, may be used to show a special feature, as the location 
of evergreen plants, large sizes, etc. 

Where plants are to be placed in beds, it is customary to show the 
outline of the bed, and the number and kinds of plants to be planted 
therein. 

When the planting is very simple, such as thickening up an existing 
stand of trees or when the plant locations must be determined under field 
conditions, it may be adequate to list the plants to be used and show no 
detailed arrangements. Where such a plan is used, competent supervision 
must be available. 

The names of plants with their quantities may be lettered and arrows 
drawn to their locations. To save space and lettering, it is often ad-
equate to use plant-name abbreviations. All abbreviations used should be 
clearly explained. 

Marginal instructions on plans are desirable to inform the planting 
foreman of the 'intent of the designer on matters which are not readily 
shown by the plan itself, such as planting with relation to a view, in-
terplanting two or more kinds of shrubs, etc. 

The list of plant names and quantities for each sheet should appear 
on the sheet or be summarized by sheets on a quantities sheet. 

Quantities Sheet. It is essential to have one of the contract plan sheets 
show complete information about the plants, to include the following: 

The referenced item number or numbers of the specifications. 

The scientific names of the plants arranged in alphabetical sequence. 
Separate groups may be desired for trees, shrubs, vines, and other ground 
covers. 

The common names of the plants. 

Any abbreviations or symbols used on the plans. 

Quantities required. Subtotals according to plan sheets may be de-
sired also. It is often desirable to show both neat and rounded quanti-
ties and thus provide for a surplus for use when planting. 

Plant sizes, such as dimensions. of sods, height or spread of shrubs, 
caliper of trees, or height and caliper of trees. 

Qualities different from or supplementing the standard or referenced 
specifications (such as "Horticultural Standards") to pertain to pot-
grown, field-grown, grade, nursery-grown, collected, spring planting only, 
bare root, balled and burlaped, balled and platformed, minimum ball sizes, 
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minimum root spread, minimum crown diameter, number of canes, etc. 

Spacing of plants, as for. shrubs or ground covers to be planted in 
beds. 

If the planting contract is based on separate payments for materials 
or wdrlç other than furnishing plants nd planting, such as topsoil, peat 
moss, ptaking, fertilizing, watering, etc., these materials and their 
quantities should be included here also. 

Plant Nomenclature 

Select a recognized authority such as Gray, Bailey, or Rehder for the scien-
tific and common names of plants used on the plans. The particular publication 
or a requirement that the latest edition at the time the contract is awarded should 
be given in the specifications or on the plans. 

"Standardized Plant Names," published by J. Horace McFarland Co., 
Harrisburg, Pa., for the American Joint Committee on Horticultural No-
menclature, is an authority recognized by many public agenèies as well 
as by several national horticultural, park, and nursery associations, 
including, the. American Association of Nurserymen. 

For simplification in contract work all reference to don, hybrid, 
and polybrid by the latter authority may be omitted. 

0 
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Appropriations, roadside-development,. 11, 33 
Area, concept, 2, 3 
Arid regions, plantings in, 5, 21 
Arrangements, plant, snow-barrier,. 211, 25 

Bailey on plant nomenclature, 11.0 
Bonds, requirement of, 31 
Brake reaction time, 16 
Branches, tree, road clearance, 15, 17, 27 
Bridges, plantings near, 7, 18, 25 
Budgeting, roadside -development, 4 

California law, 12 
Changes in environmental conditions, 

in plans, 36 
Clarity in contracts, 34, 35 
Classifications, Iighway, AASHO, 4 
Clear-vision zones, 18 
Clearance, utility-line, 31 

of vegetation, 15, 28 
Climatic conditions, effects of, 2, 
Cloth tracings, 37 
Comfort stations, plantings for, 25 
Competence of contractors, 33 
Composition, planting, rural, subvrban, 
Conferences with contractors, 35 
Conservation measures, 2, 19, 31 
Construction by agency, 33 

by contract, 33, 34 
Contours, 2 
Contract'stages for engineering and planning, 33, 34 
Contractors, competence of, 33 

construction, 33 
landscape, 33 

Contracts, 33 
combined, 33 . 

9, 32 

urban, 1!. 
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with consultants, 3 
Contrast in plant textures, 8 
Consulting firms, engineering, 32, 34 

landscape, 32, 33 
Control, legal, of planting on right-of-way, 11, 12 

of vegetation, 8, 11, 121, 13 
Cooperation in planning, 3 
Costs, financing, 33 

maintenance, 17, 21, 23 
roadside veget'ation, 3, 10 
seeding and planting, 3 
supervision, 33 

Crop fields, 5 
Cross section, highway, 2, II-, iii- 
Curbed sections, 15, 20 
Curves, in relation to vegetation, 15, 16 

plantings for, 7, 8, 15, 16, 17 
Cut slopes, 14, 22 

Damage, contractor's responsibility for, 36 
Dates, for operations, 30, 36 
Delivery of materials, 35 
Desert lands, 5 
Design, construction, 2, 3 

formal or architectural, 4, 27, 28 
geometric, )i. 
natural, 11 

Design considerations, basic, general, 2, 27 
special, 29 

Disposal of debris, undesirable material, 31, 36 
Donations for memorial plantings, 26 
Drainageways, 14, 21 
Drawings, 32, 34, 37 

Easements, right-of-way, 12, 13, 14 
Effects, landscape, 1, 2, 3, 10, 32 
Enforcement of specifications, 29, 31, 35 
Engineering, contract stages of, 34 

policies and standard practices for, 34 
preliminary, 32, 34 

Environmental conditions, changes in, 9, 32 
"Equivalent," use of, 35 
Eradication, undesirable growth, 13 
Erosion control, 1, 5, 6, 14, 19 
Existing growth, preservation of, 1, 31, 37 

use of, 1 
Explosives, use of, 36 

Fees, for inspection, 30 
Fence, concealment of, 20 

right-of-way line, 22 
snow, 22, 23. 

Fill slopes, 8, 142  22 
Fire hazard, 20 
Florida law, 11 



Flowering Plants, 8, 26, 28 
Forest lands, 5,  32 
Future development, consideration of, 61  9 
Gasoline stations, plantings for, 25 
Glare, headLight, plantings for, 8, 19, 21 
Grade, effect on stopping distances, 27 
Gradients, 16, 27 
Grading, 2, 18, 19 
Gratings, tree-pit,. 29 
Grasses, 1, 111. 
Gray on plant nomenclature, 11.0 
Grouping, tree and shrub, 19, 21 
Growing conditions, city environment, 28., 29 
Guards, wrought-iron, use of, 29 
Guide rails, plantings for 7 
Guying, 29, 38 

Headlight glare, 8, 19, 21 
Hedges, 8, 10, 21, 23 
Heights, snow-barrier, 15, 16, 23 
High-voltage lines, proximity of, 36 
Highway design, 2, 3, If, 16 
Highways, classification of, If 

geometric types, If 
memorial, 26, 

Industrial areas, 6. 
Influence, adjacent property on design, 5, 6, 27 

of traffic volume, If 
Inspection, by highway department, 29, 30 
Institute of Traffic Engineers, 16 
Insurance, requirement of, 31 
Intersections, 17, 18, 19 

Key map, 38 

Land acquisition, 18 
Land values, 5, 27 
Landscape contractors, 33, 311.,  35, 36 
Landscape contracts, 33, 34 
Landscape effects, 2, 3, 23, 32 
Landscape work, combined with highway construction, 32, 33 
Legislation, 11 

desirable additional, 111. 
Location maps, 34, 38 
Louisiana law, 13 
Maintenance, memorial-plantings, 26 

plans for, 1 
provision for, 3, 12, 29 
roadside vegetation, 1, 3, 5, 20, 21, 29, 39 
scheduling of, If 
vegetation, on abutting property, 12, 13 

Maintenance costs, 1, If, 9, 21 
Maps, 34, 35, 36,  37,  38 
Marginal instructions, plan, Ifo 
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Markers, memorial tree, 26 
Maryland law, 11 
Massachusetts law, iii- 
Materials, delivery of, 35 

plan, 37 
quality of, 35 
salvage of, 1 
in specifications, 35 
storage of, 36 

Meadows, 5 
Measurements for payment, 36 
Medians, planting of, 18, 20, 21 
Memorials, roadside, 26 
Monotony, relief of, 8 
Mowing, 4, 10, 21, 37 
Mulch, 10 

National Conservation Bureau, 16 
Native plant growth, 1, 9, 10, iii- 
Naturalistic masses, 10 
New Hampshire law, 12 
New York law, 12 
'Nomenclature, plant, )-i-O 
North Carolina law, 13 
Noxious vegetation, eradication of, 13 

legal control of, 13 

Objectives, landscaping, 1, 2, 3, 14, 19, 20, 25, 26, 27, 32 
Open or undeveloped areas, 5 
Orchards, 5 
Ozalid prints, 37 	 . 	. . 

Parking areas, 26 
Pastures, 5 
Patterns, highway-intersection, 18 
Paving, tree-pit, 29 
Payments, 36, lj. 
Pedestrian traffic, exclusion of, 81  21 
Perception time, 16 
Permits, roadside work, 11, 12, 13, 29, 30 
Picnic areas, 26 
Pits, tree, shrub, and vine, 29, 38. 
Plan materials, 39 
Planning, contract stages for, 34 

over-all, 3 
Plans, changes in, 36 

landscape, 1, 2, 32, 34,  38, 39 
planting, 2, 36, 38, 39  
size and scale, 34 	 . 

Plant-bed outlines, 10 
Plant location, 8, 15, 16, 23, 26, 39 	 . 	. 	.. 
Plant names, 39 	. 
Plant selection, 1, 3, 61  82  14, 20, 23, 24, 27, 28 
Planting, alternate shaded and open areas, 81  21  

arid regions, 5, 21 
in beds, 39 
at bridge approaches, 18, 25 



continuous ribbon, 20, 25 
in curbed sections, 15, 20 
on curves, 7, 8, 15 
depth, in relation to finished grade, 37 
at direction signs, 8 
diverse character, 8 
for erosion control, 1, 11, 19 
to exclude pedestrian traffic, 8, 20 
behind guide rails, 7 
headlight-glare control,.8, 19, 21 
at intersections, 15, 18, 19 
in medians, 18, 20, 21 
memorial, 26 	 S 

in paving-block joints, 20 
on private property, 11, 22 
in relation to vieis, 15, 25 
to relieve monotony, 8 
to reduce speed, 8 
on rough areas, 10 
in rura1 areas, 5 
screen, 6, 19, 20, 25, 26, 27 
screen, noise-abatement, 6,27 
in service areas, 25 
snow barriers, 15, 22 
on slopes, 8, 10, 14, 20 
at structures, 7, 18, 25 
in suburban areas, 5, 6, 20 
at traffic circles and islands, 7, 18, 19 
for traffic guidance;  6, 19 
in urban areas, li, 6, 10, 20, 27 
in waysides, 26 

Planting regulations, 30 
Planting zones, 17, 18 
Plants, kinds, 1 

kinds, snow-screen, 24 
location of, 8 
maintenance of, 37 	

5 

selection and use of, 3, )-i-, 8, 20, 21, 23, 24, 27, 28 
Policies and standard practices, 1 

for engineering and planning, 33 
for supervision of contracts, 34 

"A Policy on Sight Distances for Highways," AASHO, 16 
Prairie lands, 8 	 5 

Precautions, landscaping, 5, 6, 8,' 9, 10, 19,21, 22, 25, 28, 
Preliminary engineering and planning, 32, 34 	' 	S  
Prequalification, contractors, 35 
Property values, 5, 26 	 5 5 

	
5 5 

Protection,existing vegetation, 1, 12, .31, 37 	
5 	

5 

new planting, 19, 20  
tree, 23, 29, 38 

Pruning, 30, 31, 38 	 5 

Piiblic opinion, 3, 26 
 

Public utilities, permits for, 13, 30, 31 
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Qualifications of bidders, 35 
of personnel, 33 

Quality of materials, 35 
Quantities sheet, 39 

Range lands, 5 
Regeneration, natural, 1, LI, 20 
Regulations, planting, 30 

work on trees and shrubs, 31 
Rehder on plant nomenclature, 40 
Relationships, plant growth to highways and. traffic, 1 
Removal of trees, 9, 13, 17, 30, 31, 32, 37 

of vegetation, 13,30, 31, 32, 
Requirements, special, contract, 36 
Residential areas, 6, 27 
Responsibility for roadside vegetation, 11 
Restrictions, plant-area, 17 
Retail-business areas, 6 
Rhode Island law, 13 
Roadsides, definition of, 2 
Rural areas, 5 
Safety, during work, 33, 36 

relation of vegetation to, I, 7, 8, .13, 15, 16, 17, 22, 27 
Salvage, 1 	 . 
Scale, maps and plans, 2, 34,38 
Scheduling of maintenance work, 4
Screen planting, 6, 19, 21, 25, 27 
Seasonal effects, 8 
Selective thinning, 1, 32, 37 
Sequence of work, 36 
Service' areas, plantings for, 25 	 ' 
Setback of plantings, 15 
Shoulders, 1. 1 
S,ight distances, 6 1  15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 28, 37 
Sight lines, 21 	 ' 
'Signs, plantings for, 8 
Sizes, plant and tree, 9, 10, 20, 24, 25, 28, 39 
Slopes, 'grading of, 18 	' 

plantings for, 81  10, iii-, 15, 20 
Snowand ice loads', frequency, effect of, 15 
Snow barriers, 5, 22, 23 
Snowdrifting, 5, 15, 21, 22, 23, 211. . 
Snow fences, 22, 23, 211. 
Soil, preparation of, 37 ' 
Soil conditions, 2, 7, 10, 111.,  20 
Spacing, plant, 10, 1.0 

tree, 81  10, 23, 24, 27 
Special r&iuirements of contractor, 36 
Specifications, composition and preparation of, 29, 30, 32, 34, 35, 36 

revision of, 34 
Speed reduction, plantings for, 8 
Speeds, maximum probable, for various radii, 16 

relation to highway design, 16, 17 

	

traffic, relation to landscaping, 3, 16 	 ' 
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Sprout growth, 22 	- 
Stabilization, slope, 19 
Stages of work, 32, 33 
Stakes for trees and shrubs, 29, 38 
Staking out work, 36 
"Standardized Plant Names," i-O 
Standards, design, for curves for given speeds, 15 

horticultural, 4Q 
State laws, 11 
Stone blocks, tree-pit, 29 
Stopping distances, 16, 17 
Storage of materials, 36. 
Structures, plantings for, 7, 18, 25 
Subcontracts, roadside-development work, 33 
Suburban areas, 14., 6, 20 
Superelevation, 16 
Supervision, construction contract, 32, 33 

roadside work of others, 29, 30,31 
Surveys, topographical, 314. 
Symbols, use of, 39 

Tests of materials, 35 
Topographic maps, use of 34 
Topsoil, 38 
Tracings, cloth, 37 
Trade names, avoidance of, 35 
Traffic, maintenance of, 29, 31, 36 
Traffic circles, plantings for, 7, 19 
"Traffic Engineering Handbook," 16 
Traffic guidance, plantings for, 6, 19 
Traffic islands, plantings for, 7, 18 
Traffic noise, 6, 27 
Traffic speed, 16 
Traffic volume, influence of, 4 
Trash, accumulation of, 7, 20, 21 
Tree root systems, protection of, 29, 38 
Tree shapes, natural, 10 
Tree walls and wells, 38 
Trees, care of, -i-, 32, 37, 38 

removal of, 11., 9., 17, 30, 32,  37 
special work on, 37. 

Turf cover, 1, 5, 14, 19, 20, 21,, 26 

Underplanting, snow-barrier, 24
Urban areas, 41  61  10, 20, 27 
Utility lines, 30, 31 

Vandalism, 6, 9,  26 
Varitype, use of, 37 
Vegetation, administrative control of, 14,29 

definition of,' 1 
erosion control, 1, 5, 6, 14, 19 
legal control of, 11 	 . 
in medians, 20 
over the pavement, 15., 27 



purpose of, 1 
relation to adjacent property value, 5, 27 
relation to curves and. intersections, 15, 16 
relation to highway design, 2, lii.,  15, 16 
relation to snodrifting, 5, 15, 22 
relation to utility lines, 9, 28, 
relation to views, 25 
removal of, 13, 14, 30, 31, 32 
as screen, .6, 19, 21, 25, 27 
special situations, iii- 
for traffic guidance, 6 	- 
use or omission of, on highway right-of-way, 2 
waysides'and memorials, 26 

Views and vistas, i'-i., 25, 32 
Vine pits, 38 

Walls, tree, 38 
Waysides, 26 
Weed eradication, 13 
Wells, tree, 38 
Widths, snow-barrier, 23 
Wind direction, 22 
Wind velocity, effect of, 22 
Woodlands, 22, 32 
Work methods, 32 
Working drawings and specifications, 32, 36 
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THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES—NATIONAL RESEARCH COUN-
CIL is a private, nonprofit organization of scientists, dedicated to the 
furtherance of science and to its use for the general welfare. The 

ACADEMY itself was established in 1863 under a congressional charter 
signed by President Lincoln. Empowered to provide for all activities ap-
propriate to academies of science, it was also required by its charter to 
act as an adviser to the federal government in scientific matters. This 
provision accounts for the close ties that have always existed between the 
ACADEMY and the government, although the ACADEMY is not a govern-
mental agency. 

The NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL was established by the ACADEMY 
in 1916, at the request of President Wilson, to enable scientists generally 
to associate their efforts with those of the limited membership of the 
ACADEMY in service to the nation, to society, and to science at home and 
abroad. Members of the NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL receive their 
appointments from the president of the ACADEMY. They include representa-
tives nominated by the major scientific and technical societies, repre-
sentatives of the federal government designated by the President of the 
United States, and a number of members at large. In addition, several 
thousand scientists and engineers take part in the activities of the re-
search council through membership on its various boards and committees. 

Receiving funds from both public and private sources, by contribution, 
grant, or contract, the ACADEMY and its RESEARCH COUNCIL thus work 
to stimulate research and its applications, to survey the broad possibilities 
of science, to promote effective utilization of the scientific and technical 
resources of the country, to serve the government, and to further the 
general interests of science. 

The HIGHWAY RESEARCH BOARD was organized November 11, 1920, 
as an agency of the Division of Engineering and Industrial Research, one 
of the eight functional divisions of the NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL. 
The BOARD is a cooperative organization of the highway technologists of 
America operating under the auspices of the ACADEMY—COUNCIL and with 
the sujport of the several highway departments, the Bureau of Public 
Roads, and many other organizations interested in the development of 
highway transportation. The purposes of the BOARD are to encourage 
research and to provide a national clearinghouse and correlation service 
for research activities and information on highway administration and 
technology. 


